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torial Nomination
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Weather fine, wind no’theast,
The Rockland Gazette was established
started for Castle Island a t 8 30
.......... ■»"*•.........................
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
The situation with reference to the
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
There were 43 entries for the open represented by nearly a score of its
ln 1882. The Free Press was established Republican gubernatorial nomination a - m., arrived home 8.30 p. m. Clear
all day and a great day for ships
,
,
„
. . . . .
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
What I really went out for to S ‘e ' handicap golf tournament held at the players. A perfect afternoon made
the Tribune. These papers consolidated was simplified yesterday to the ex
March 17, 1897.
a as the Steamship Britannic from Rockland Country Club Saturday aft- for the success of the occasion.

!

THE UNION RACES

From Union this morning came
the important announcement
that there will be races on all
three days of the North Knox
Fair. The card made up for
Tuesday — the opening day —
calls for a 2.15 and a 2.28 class,
each trot and pace, and with the
owners driving. There are also
strong prospects of a ball game
between Rockland and Belfast.

tent of one withdrawal from the
Liverpool, the big English motorshi.). ernoon under auspices of the Maine
The prizes were awarded thus:
field of prospective candidates.
Upon my arrival at the Castle 11State Golf Association, and of this
Low gross—Minton M. Montgom—
•*
Robert Hale of Portland feels th a t climbed the parapet and through my
) •* To know how to wait Is the — the other demands upon his time glasses scanned the bay for steam  number only one succeeded in break- ery. Freeman Kelley won the toss of
— great secret ot success —De Mals- •*
— tre.
... will not warrant him in making the ships. Saw a big one just rounding ing 80—possibly because of the won- a coin to determine second position,
’•*
•••
Boston lightship, but as it did not
Low net—Fred Ralph first. Thurssacrifice that a primary contest stop at quarantine I knew it was derful scenic attractions which serve
to
distract
the
stranger’s
attention
ton
Hall second, George Carmichael
Lieut. Sherman E. Willard, Coast would require. His announcement, not from Liverpool. It was the on this picturesque course.
third.
President
Van
Buren
of
the
Dollar
made
public
yesterday,
follows:
Artillery, Regular Army instructor of
The player who had this distinction
Tlie scores made by the other play
“The interest which I have long Line, just finishing her 24th trip
the local National Guard has returned
from Camp Perry, Ohio, and Fort felt in the conduct of our State gov around the world. Ten came and was Minton M. Montgomery of Ken ers follow:
went, steamers from and for every nebunk Beach, representing the WebHumphreys, Va. While at Camp
G H N
E. A. Munsey & Co., Inc., announce
E v e re tt A . M u n s e y
port, local and foreign—the far east,, ,
. _
.
,
. .. ..
Perry Lieut. Willard was a range offi ernment has led me seriously to north,
M M. Montgomery, Webhnnnet, 74 7 67 the opening of a general insurance
southeast
and
west.
The
:
hanet
Country
club’
who
dld
the
18
10
contemplate
becoming
a
candidate
G.
R.
Carmichael,
Willowdale.
20
70
cial during the firing of the National
15 70 business in this city with offices in
announces the opening o f
Rifle Association and the National for the office of Governor. From no’theaster kept freshening a bit, so holes ln 74, or six strokes better than Fred Ralph. Northeast Harbor. 85
88 18 70 the Munsey Motor Co. building op
his
nearest
competitor.
This
entitled
™roii°XbS?u.
w
S
,
81 10 71 posite the postofflee.
matches. The events, which lasted time to time in the last year I have
Eddie Foley. Rockland,
82 10 72
him to first prize for gross, and was Joe
over a period of three weeks, were privately sought support for such a
84 12 72
Sclar, Old Orchard.
E . A . M U N S E Y & C O ., Inc.
conducted on the 5-mile firing line of
J. L. Brewster. Rockland.
93 20 73
a
tribute
to
his
unusual
ability
for
The inmates of the Home for Aged
Stillman Kelley. Meguntlcook
00 6 74
Camp Perry and drew 3000 of the candidacy and the response has
packing long drives. There were five H. E. Robinson, Rockland,
89 15 74 Women were much pleased last week
best rifle and pistol shots of the na been gratifying.
G en era l Insurance
Dlmick. Old Orchard.
80 6 74 to receive beautiful bouquets of
birdies on his card, which read thus: Dave
tion in competition. During Lieut.
L. E. McRae. Rockland.
0) 17 74 gladioli from Mrs. S tart’s gardens,
“However, I am now much occu
90 16 74
Willard's stay at Fort Humphreys,
Out ............... 4 4 2 5 4 4 4 5 4—36 A. F. Lamb. Rockland.
. F. C. Dyer. Rockland.
94 20 74 Grassy Pond, West Rockport.
O ffic e s at 21 L im e ro c k S t.
the home of the U.S. Engineer’s pied with a number of professional
In
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4
5
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3—38
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A.
W. Foss. Rockland.
95 21 74
School, he was a special student at matters and under the circumstances
Joe Williams, Augusta.
81 7 74
Thurston Hall of Lakewood, Fred H. N. McDougall. Portland.
Among the students returning to
91 22 75
the
tests
being
conducted
in
connec
I
cannot
feel
th
a
t
I
should
be
war
R o c k la n d , M a in e
Z.
M.
Dwlnal.
Rockland.
98
23 75 the University of Maine this week
Ralph of Northeast Harbor, and Henry Berry. Portland.
tion with the development of search ranted in making the sacrifice of
82 6 76
84 8 76 are Atwood Levensaler, Henry Marsh,
lights and sound locators. The tests
George R. Carmichael of Willowdale Albert O. Emery. Rockland.
Marcus Chandler, Rockland.
99 23 76 Tony Gatti, Carl Thurston, Marian
T e l. 9 2 8
conducted by the Army Air Corps, the time, money and professional rela
were in a three-way tie for" low net H. A. BufTum. Rockland.
99 23 76 Davis, Clifford Ladd, Jerome Comins,
Engineers, and the Coast Artillery, tionships generally deemed necessary
W.
C.
Ladd,
Rockland,
95 18 77
with 70s.
L. K. Green. Rockland.
101 24 77 and Roger Kalloch.
cover the technical and tactical de to the prosecution of such a candi
Steve
Koske,
Northport.
88 11 77
Dave Dlmick of Old Orchard, who
velopment and employment of the dacy under the existing primary law,
M unsey M otor Co., Bldg.,
88 11 77
..
.
.
1. JZ
• George Grant. Augusta,
Autumn begins tomorrow, and
searchlights
and
sound
locators
won
the
Augusta
open
handicap
the
J.
H.
Montgomery.
Rockland,
101
23 78
Opposite Post Office
more particularly as election to the
89 10 79 finds the sun rising at and setting
against aircraft.
previous Saturday, with 75, had an 80 E.
L R.
E Veazle.
WardwelL
Rockland
Rockland,
94
15
79
office of Governor would increase
L. Prout. Lakcwocd,
88 8 80 at 5.37. Incidentally It will be only 93
at the Rockland Country Club, and H.
Rockland Encampment meets Wed rather than lessen the sacrifices re
Jud Flanagan, Rockland.
92 12 80 days to Christmas. An admirable
ln this respect was tied with Freeman C. S. Allen. Augusta.
9G 16 80 time now to do your shopping if you
nesday evening with election of of quired.
Teaching Him to Whistle
Roy Moore. Waterville.
90 9 81
ficers and drill on the Golden Rule
Kelley of the Meguntlcook Golf Club. Dr. A. J. Fuller. Wawenock.
95 14 81 can keep the secret that long.
"Feeling as I do I shall solicit no
John
II.
McLoon,
Rockland.
106
24 82
degree.
One
of
the
features
of
the
tournaJ. R. Brorton. Augusta.
102 20 82
further support for my candidacy and by afternoon it was a whole-sail
New entries at Rockland Commer
ANNOUNCING
William
Atwood.
Willowdale.
97
14 83
ment
was
the
eagle
2
scored
by
Dr.
A.
expect no one to feel obligated to me breeze. Yachts from Winthrop and
M. J. Kirby, Old Orchard.
106 21 85 cial College: Edward Barnard and
J.
Fuller
of
the
Wawenock
Club
on
South
Boston
were
racing,
those
18A.
C.
McLoon.
Rockland.
106
21
85
N O T IC E
Charles Blaisdell of Rockland, and
j in this connection.
L. T. Carleton. Augusta.
110 20 90
footers showing their under bodies. the 265-yard 10th hole.
Is hereby given th a t the
Wiliam Poland of Camden. The
Rex T. Sprinkle, Old Orchard, no card.
“I take this occasion to thank most I t was a sporty race, no drifting
'
L Pe
_______ _______
school is on the one-session plan,
Lafayette Shane, Old Orchard, no card.
heartily all those who have interest match, a beat out and a run home.
opening at 8 a. m. and closing at
AT
But still no Britannic showed up.
ed themselves in my candidacy. I
1 p. m.
will run a
In the afternoon my friend with his
deeply appreciate their loyalty and camera came over and got some fine
A P R E H IS T O R IC A N IM A L ?
GENERAL EXCURSION
William Booth may or may not
friendship which under any circum- ship pictures. While we were sitting ,
, , , Tr . . . .
| .
hold the local record for distance
! stances I shall do my best to merit. on the grass waiting for the steamers !
traveled in a motor car in a single
If before the time closes for filing to go out. a blue-eyed, curly-haired College Students Make a Strange Find On Marshall day. Recently he motored from
W EDNESDAYS
fingers in his m outh.,
i i j i i
r»
i
nomination papers circumstances ap two-year-old,
Portland to Rockland and from
toddled up and gave me the once '
Island In Lower Penobscot Bay
Rockland to Machias and return, a
pear to warrant my becoming a can over. I started whistling through
AFTERNOON, EVENING
to view the Waldo-Hancock Bridge
»
distance said to approximate 515
. . . . . . t . . . ..............
from the water. The excursion par
didate, I shall of course feel free to my fingers to attract his attention j
miles.
ty will be given plenty of time to do so. Certainly I shall always pre and, calling to my friend “G et him,
Instructed By
What appears to be a fossil bed. Careful exploration with hammer
inspect this wonderful piece of
’ showing the petrified remains of a 1a»d spade under the heavy covering
serve undiminished my interest in B*V'
Supt. E. L. Toner told the Forty
master work and its approaches.
I £ w the huge swwsUucture of^h e ’pre’hlstoric anlmal has been dlscov-i of m°s(s would undoubtedly yield Club yesterday the story of Rock
CORINNE KENNEY
public
affairs.’’
Daylight Saving Time
Brittanic glistening in the sun on the I “ ed °n Marshall Island in the lower , so^ lnB“ ”
1(J" s a resldent of land’s public schools outlining the
Leave Camden at
9.00 a- m.
horizon. “Here she comes. B ill! - Penobsco Bay.
. Little Deer Isle and descended from existing conditions and future needs.
Mrs. Kenney will be at
Leave Belfast at
11.00 a. m.
HAD
LOTS
OF
FUN
Arrive at Bucksport 1.00 p. m.
we ll wait.” It was worth the w aiting.' Dr. William A. Jaquette of Phila-1 one of the old families in th at pari He livened the talk with several
The
tare
for
this
trip
is
only
$1.00
Ju
st as the sun went down she ««»»», who has a cottage on Little of the State says that in his boyhood humorous incidents of his school
THE THORNDIKE
The Annual Sea View Ga passed the Castle, looking like a Deer Isle took a group down the bay Marshall Island was well-covered by room experience. A lively Informal
Refreshments on the boat
ten-story building, with eight autos
Come along and see what mighty
lnduded ,5SLlan Billil)gs 1a heavy almost primeval forest. This discussion followed the session.
rage Gasoline Derby Drew on
W EDNESDAY
the upper deck to be unloaded at of Little Deer Isle, William A. Ja- has disappeared—partly from cutwork a real engineer can perform.
A Rockland man who travels for a
Boston. We followed her to the ?Uett^tnn- 8 s! nl£f at Harvard Co1" ting and partly from fires,
COOMBS BROS., Mgrs.
Large Crowd
(tomorrow)
dock and , then came home. She is s lege, William J Cresson, Jr., an en-1 w hat appears to be a section of wholesale house believes that a de
Tel. 416 Belfast Tel. 16-R Belfast
the largest ship I have ever seen go gineering graduate of Swarthmore I vertebrae lying loose on top of the liberate attempt was made to hold
114-11C
The Sea View Garage was a busy by
the Castle.
N. C. C. 2. I College, Daniel S. Jaquette of | bed was brought back by Dr. Pa- him up the other night when sev
from 4 o’clock on
place Monday, this year’s Gasoline
Somerville, Mass
z
i Quette He ls going to let competent eral men lined themselves up in
Derby proving even more popular
Murphy and J. Prentice Murphy ofj scientific authorities examine the front of the approaching car. Mac
than that of last year. It’s real sport
Wayne Pa.
specimen.
stepped on the gas, and the supposed
SECRET BELFAST MARRIAGE
and the prizes are well worthwhile.
open
EAST UNION, ME.
,
' „ The
. »bed which is quite
VU’ Z
i T /for
’ l ra 1 Dr- Benjamin Lake Noyes of Ston- highwaymen scampered to places of
The rules are simple and every one
Mr. and Mrs. George I. Keating j Part of its length of at least 12 feet is , ington said he thought the find was safety.
has an eoual opoortunlty. A pint of have
announced the marriage of i on the west side of the island—inside ■ ~
Open Until Further Notice
gasoline is put in a jar and the car their daughter, Belle Keating, to Marshall Ledge—just below Three of’ sufficient importance to be pre
Thirteen Maine counties have 30
sented for examination and study by
WHOLESOME!
is
driven
until
all
the
gas
in
the
jar
Walter C. Hutchinson of Augusta. Bush Island. It is to the right and
Chicken Soup
former or active 4-H Club members
is gone. Everyone drives over the \ The bride is a member of the S at- i about- 20 feet above a small stony competent, authorities. He advised enrolled in the freshman class at the
Ice cream goodness makes kid
that some report be made to the
Celery
Olives
Saltines same route accompanied by an em
dies and grownups everywhere
urday Auction Club, the First 1beacb on which are several large and Agassiz Museum at Bar Harbor. University of Maine, it was an 
Lettuce Cucumber & Tomato Salad ploye of the garage.
partial to this delicious frozen
Church Woman’s League ,and is a much worn granite boulders—one be From a brief examination he said the nounced by Mildred G. Brown, as
delicacy. And no wonder!
No high pressure salesmanship is graduate of Belfast High. Mr. ing quite bell-shaped. The bed is specimen—whatever it was—came sistant State club leader. Twin
Fried Spring Chicken
At Chisholm’s, especially, the
used and there are no obligations, Hutchinson came to Belfast several part of an exposed up-tdrn of aque from an aqueous or water rock. Dr. county leads with seven and Kenne
(Southern style)
purest ingredients and the
good clean sport that can be en years ago and is with the Central ous rock, evidently having been raised Noyes is the founder and custodian bec follows with four. Knox Coun
Roast Chicken, Chicken a la King just
finest flavors are used to pro
joyed
by any holder of a driver's Maine Power Co. Mr. and Mrs. from a sea bottom in some prehistoric of the Penobscot Bay Archives. This ty’s 4-H representatives at Maine are
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
duce ice cream that is appetizlicense. What a chance to win $50.00, Hutchinson left today for their volcanic upheaval. The overflow is an interest and obligation of long Josef S. Vinal of Warren and Mar
Creamed Potatoes
ingy wholesome—refreshing as
$35.00 or $15.00 as a cash prize.
honeymoon which will be spent at from a spring runs over the bed years' standing and has been thp garet Young of Camden.
Corn on the Cob
String Beans
a summer breeze—nourishing
All those who have any idea of Pemaquid. Their marriage took which shows what appears to be a means of preserving priceless histori
Hot
Rolls
and enjoyable to the last
vanting to try this fascinating sport place several weeks ago and was well-defined section of vertebrae. cal and other data.
Captain William H. Wincapaw
Blackberry Pie
Blueberry Pie
spoonful!
went Saturday to Spring Lake for
Green Apple Pie Home Made Cake should register early as the car Is on kept a secret from their friends until
1the road all day from 8 to 8. The they departed this morning on their
Anton Thomas who was operated
Ice Cream
Coffee
CHISHOLM BROS.
LOCAL THEATRES
“A MAN OF VISION"
contest ends Saturday evening at 8 wedding trip.
upon recently for appendicitis, but
N.
B.
■
Dinners
cooked
to
order
438-484 Main S t
o'clock and the winners will be an 
who has since been unable to leave
thirty minute wait
Park Theatre
. ROCKLAND
nounced
in
the
following
Tuesday’s
A Californian has been refused a
because of the 15-mile buck104T«fcStf
“The Phantom of Paris,” John Cyrus H. K. Curtis Com there
issue of The Courier-Gazette.—adv. ; bonus loan because records show he
board ride which it entailed. The
Gilbert's
latest
starring
vehicle
is
mended At Dedication of invalid was taken to the King <te
was killed at Chateau-Thierry and St.
ROTARY AT LAKEWOOD
Mihiel and also died once in Texas. replete with love and intrigue. The
Bartlett camps, the progrletor of
film
Is
an
adaptation
from
the
story.
Building He Gave
Apparently some one is unaware of
which, John T. Sylvester, is the
“Cheri-Bibi,”
written
by
the
noted
Rockland Well Represented At the California's
revivifying climate.—
father-in-law of Mr. Thomas.
French
mystery
author,
Gaston
Life.
Dedication of the new building at
38th Conclave
Leroux. Gilbert is seen in a type of
John W. Lane has completed his
role new to him. As a great French North Yarmouth Academy, made duties with the highway department
Enthusiastic reports come from the
magician he falls ln love with a girl possible through the generosity of and gone into winter quarters, as he
Rockland Rotarians who attended
of a socially prominent and wealthy Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Philadelphia expresses it. Which means that he
and philanthropist, took
the 38th District conclave at Lakefamily. A money-grabbing marquis publisher
has reopened his store at 31 Spruce
wood last week. The Monday eve
wants to marry the girl for her place Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis street, which for 14 years has been
ning banquet at Lakewood Inn was
money and commits a hideous crime and Mrs. Mary Louise Bok being the scene of many heated open
OW L’S HEAD
The auditorium of the new
followed by a ball a t the clubhouse,
j ln such a manner that the magician present.
forum arguments which resulted in
where many Interesting features in
is accused of it. By his great knowl building was filled to capacity.
Town Hall
Mr. Curtis spoke briefly, express the speedy settlement of problems
cluded novel prize dances. The Tues
edge of tricks Cheri-Bibi manages to
ing the hope that the students of that were beyond the capacity of the
day evening banquet was at the
W EDNESDAY NIG HT , free himself from the most pre th“
e historic"Institution wouTd'make National Congress. “I have saved
Country Club, then everyone attend
carious situations and by a great
enough to carry me through the
ed "A Wise Child" at the theatre,
SEPTEMBER 23
coup proves his innocence. The the most of their advantages.
winter," says John, “and I am will
followed by dancing.
story is one of keen continental
Others who had a part in the pro ing other poor fellows should have a
Smalley’s Orchestra
Speakers included Rev. John Nicol
flavor and with a sequence of fas- ' 8ram were William H. Rowe, chair- chance."
clnatingly involved situations. The ! man of the board of trustees: PrinciMark, and “Bud” Jackson of Madi
Auspices Bay View Society
son, Wls., director of Rotary Inter
picture will be seen Wednesday and I pal Stanley W. Hyde, Frank L. BoyMrs. A. G. Dolliver of Limerock
113-114
national, who was accompanied by
Thursday.—adv.
den, principal of Deerfield Academy; street has claimed for some time th at
• • » •
his wife. In carrying off honors the
and Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell, who she possesses one of the most know
Rockland club showed up creditably. 1 ------------ — ~
delivered the dedicatory address.
Strand Theatre
/ -fi™
ing cats in Rockland. The latest ex
Homer E. Robinson getting the
There was music by the school ploit of “Lindy” for that is the name
“Alexander
Hamilton"
starring
PORTLAND tfcso
most birdies in the golf tournament.
George Arliss which comes Wednes chorus and prayer was offered by the intelligent animal responds to.
55 min*.
’
Mrs. Robinson who took low net ln
day and Thursday is based on the the Rev. William A, Richmond.
Is to this effect: The other day Lindy
the ladies’ tournament was runnerplay "Hamilton" which was written
_
_ ______
_ Curtis
____„ for climbed onto the shed, and after
ROCKLAND$,|so
Mr.
Rowe, _____„
lauding _
Mr.
up in the mixed two-ball foursome.
1hr. 35mins.
bv Mr. Arliss In collaboration with i his gifts to the school’ declared that reaching his high perch, seemed
L. A Walker, chairman of the fel
LIVE STOCK DEPARTM ENT
AGRICULTURAL DISPLAYS
Mary Hamlin, and was phenomenally I this was the proudest day in the 117 afraid to descend. His piteous mews
BANGOR t i e
lowship committee, was presented
•successful on the stage some years i years of the academy's history and told his plight, and there seemed only
lhrs. 15mms r
with a gift at the Tuesday banquet.
M ACHINERY EXHIBITS
4-H CLUBS’ EXHIBIT
ago. The play deals with a dramatic I that he bespoke the gratitude of the one way to get him down—to make
The Skowhegan Rotary deserves —'
to
CALAIS
a rescue as done at fires by spread
episode in the life of the great states-j community to its benefactor,
high praise for the able manner in
A R T DEPARTM ENT
when the wiles of a pretty a d - ;
...
B O S T O N 3 hrs. I5mins ^ ’l man,
ing a blanket. So Mrs. Dolliver and
which it handled the affair. Those
v e n tu re rs te m n n m riiv h eld h i.,,
Commending Mr. Curtis as a man her daughter, Louise, held a blanket
ROBBINS’ RADIO BR O A DC ASTING ORCHESTRA
ST.JOHN
attending from Rockland included For busy business
and to their surprise Lindv gave a
men
an
ideal
Ahrs 15mins.
President and Mrs. A. W. Foss. Mr. route.
N EW PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM U SED FOR FIRST TIME AT TH IS FAIR
which only his outspoken confession f
whn h H
. u S^ n.te Jump, making a perfect landing. And
and Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mr. and Mrs. For sightseers . . .
of his infatuation for the woman
w o m an - ?£ Yarm° uJ h wh° had contributed to one more intelligence notch has been
Homer E. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. a marvelous spec
which had in no way implicated him the furnishing of many of the rooms cut in Lindy's collar.
HORSE RACING— SIX CLASSES— BEST HORSES IN MAINE
C. H. Duff, Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bick tacle.
Reduced R o u n d
in dishonest dealings with the affairs in the new building. He said that
ford, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Dr. Trip Rates.
of
the country—cleared up. June Mr. Curtis' great ambition in life was
BIG A U T O SH O W
SPECIAL FREE VAUDEVILLE ACTS
For reservations phone any Maine Cen
and Mrs. William Ellingwood. Mr. tral
Collyer plays the part of the alluring elimination of ignorance and disease YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Ticket Agent.
and Mrs. L. A. Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
O N W A Y TO G R A N D STAND
FURNISHED BY WIRTH & H AM ID
adventuress—the role done by Jeanne and he hoped that the academy
If I had to live my life again I would
K. B. Crie and Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Eagels in the stage production —adv. might be a Maine school for Maine have
made a rule to read some poetry
people, with high ideals.
Orne.
PULLING— HORSES AN D OXEN
OF NEW Y O R K
and listen to some music at least once a
week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss
A bouquet, the gift of the pupils,
Nllo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
BIG NIGHT SH O W , W EDNESDAY, TH E 30th, INCLUDING W O NDERFUL
S : will be open Saturday nights here was presented to Mrs. Curtis by Miss
P E D IG R E E D P U P S
Virginia Gokey and another for Mrs.
after.—adv.
8-tf
THE NIGHT PIECE. TO JULIA
P A N A M E R I C A N A I R W A Y S CO
Bok was presented to her by Miss Her eyes the glow-worm lend thee.
FIREWORKS DISPLAY
The
shooting stars attend thee;
Frances Bachelder.
And the elves also.
EVERYTHING TO AM USE A N D ENTERTAIN TH E W HOLE FAM ILY IN
Mr. Curtis declared he hoped that
Whose little eyes glow
the Academy would feel free to Like the sparks of fire, befriend thee.
HONG
TH E M ID W A Y
call upon him at any time, and said No Wlll-o’-th ’-WIsp mlsllght thee.
KONG
it was up to the students to do their Nor snake nor slow-worm bite thee;
KING
But on. on thy way,
ALL EVENTS ON STA N D A R D TIM E— RACES CALLED A T 1 .0 0 O ’CLOCK
share with the privileges which are
Not making a stay.
Blood Lines
now theirs.
Since ghost there's none to affright thee.

WINE-RIDDEN FRANCE
the old days. France says wine
_____
makes prosperity; and yet France Is
France uses wine as commonly as Craf
under the economic strain
.
.
. . . and the French government has
we use water. Frenchmen drink st?rted a campaign of education to
seventy times as much wine as the make children drink more wine. Alwine drinking Americans drank in cohol has not saved France.

TALK OF THE TOW N

DANCING CLASSES
Thorndike Grill

STEAMER CASTINE

To Fort K nox
On Sunday, Sept. 27

ROSE ANNE LODGE

ICE
'CLEAM

‘WHERE FARM AND CITY JOIN HANDS’

DANCE

NORTH KNOX FAIR

1931
SEPTEMBER
29-30-0CT. 1
1931

U N IO N , M A IN E

SEPT. 29-30-O C f. 1

Sept. 29 — Preparation D ay

1931
SEPTEMBER
29-30-0CT. 1
1931

Ca 1

Presenting 63rd Annual Exhibition — Bigger, Better, Greater

A

AIKW AY

TH U R SD A Y , THE FIRST D A Y OF OCTOBER, AMERICAN LE
GION DA Y , W ITH PA R A D E & LA RG E LEGION DR UM CORPS CONTEST

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE ADMITTED FREE DAILY WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY PAR
ENTS OR GUARDIAN
ADMISSION—SINGLE, ADMISSION 50 CENTS. AUTOMOBILES 25 CENTS
GRAND STAND AND AUTOMOBI LES FREE FOR NIGHT SHOW
114&116

Females
$25, $35
Males
$35, $50

Let not the dark thee cumber:

The Rockland Lions Club and What though the moon does slumber?
he night
stars of the
Camden-Rockport Lions Club have u The
W.U
JhEe
a joint session Thursday night at
Beach Inn, Lincolnville, the regu
lar Wednesday meetings of the two
clubs being omitted in consequent*
Thi supper will be served at 6 o’c) ’ ~
standard

fiW N D R Y

PRICES

ALICE B. TUPPER, Criehaven, Me
114-122
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THE co u n ty council
Knox

Religious Education

Rockland. Me.. Sept. 22. 1931. 1
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. j
Holds Its Annual Conven
who on oath declars th a t he la Pressroan In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
tion In Rockport
and that of the Issue of this paper ol
Sept. ,9. 1931, there was printed a total I
Of 6162 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
The 25th annual convention of the
Notary Pubic.

Financial help Is desired for carry
ing on In Knox County the religious
training of unchurched boys and girls of
the neglected rural districts. The work
well organized, under a trained lead
Knox County Council of Religious Is
er. It calls for financial support. Con
Fight the good fight of faith; lay Education met last Thursday in the tributions sent to this paper will be
promptly acknowledged and passed on
hold on eternal life.—I Tim. 6:12.
Rockport Baptist Church and carried to the treasurer of the Knox County
for rural religious education.
:
out a full and interesting program. Association
J. W. Robinson, to whom checks should
THAT SECOND SENATOR
The mot,t0 for the convention was be made payable.

"ON MY SET”

TH E THRIFT SHOP
Rockland Women Have Or
ganized To Carry On the
Project
The T hrift Shop idea was given
an enthusiastic endorsement yester
day by a gfoup of 40 Rockland women
who assembled on call of the Red
Cross. Representatives were present
from a large majority of the churches
and women's clubs with City Matron
Helen Corbett as special guest.
A permanent organization was com
pleted with Miss Gertrude Smith as
general chairman; Mrs. Winnie
Leighton, Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Mrs. J
Martha Wood and Mrs. Grace Law
rence, vice chairmen; Mrs. Alice I
Spear, secretary; and Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood, treasurer. Mrs. Maud
Blodgett called the meeting to order
in behalf of the Red Cross and served *
as secretary pro tem.
Tentative plans were made and a
meeting of the executive board will'
{ be held Thursday to lay out the work, i
It is expected that the T hrift Shop
will open about Oct. 1 and will be lo
cated in the former waiting room at
The Brook. Its purpose is to collect
and receive used clothing of all kinds,:
recondition all articles and place
them where needed at a minimum of
expense. The plan has worked most
successfully in many places as a con
structive, healthful relief measure.
Miss Corbett spoke of the existing
conditions in the city and of the win
ter outlook. Mrs. Leighton is today
in Belfast studying the Belfast shop
which was conducted successfully
last winter.

DEQUATE
P R O T E C T IO N
OF TH E H O M E

The visit of “Seth Parker” and
$ $ ❖ $
------. ,
'from Hebrews 6:1, “Let Us Go ForI his associates to Jonesport—
The voters of Maine having ap- w ard ..
keynote of eyery speech
Writing from Thomaston to Mr.
scene of their “githerings”—was
proved the constitutional amendment and inspired
delegates t0 g0 back Rcbinson. treasurer of the fund. Miss , responsible Saturday and Sunday
Minnie
T.
Fernald
says:
"At
the
providing a new basis for determining to their home school with a hopeful
for some unusually interesting
County Sunday School convention j broadcasts, not the least of which
the number of state senators, it re look to *he future.
yesterday a t Rockport it was voted to
was the official homecoming early
The address of welcome was given pay $50 to help on the work Miss Mcmains for Knox County to bring it
Saturday evening. The remote
self back to those former days when by Deacon Arthur K. Walker, chair- Knight is doing; for the rural chil
control broadcast was trem en
, , ,
,
„„ ! man of the board of selectmen, who dren. I enclose check for that
dously interesting to Jonesport
it kept two of its citizens in the sena- welcomed the delegates in behalf of
amount.”
folks, if one may judge from the
torial chairs at Augusta. The process the town and the Baptist and Methoapplause.
should not prove discouraging. It dist Churches, and the West RockMrs. A. K. Kalloch of Warren
means no more than th a t we shall P°r t Baptist Church, who united in
Russ Columbo, sensational Pa
...
.
entertaining the convention and pro R.F.D. 1 writes to Dr. Tweedie, presi
increase our population to 30.001. vjded a bountiful dinner and supper. dent of the Association: “I am writ
cific Coast baritone, will be heard
ing
to
tell
you
how
much
we
have
i
which is the qualifying number i The response was by Rev. H. S. Kilin the second of his series of
three broadcasts as guest artist
whereby a county finds itself with I born, pastor of the Thomaston Bap- appreciated having Miss McKnight
with
us
and
we
hope
she
will
keep
on
j
with the Maxwell House-Genera!
two-vote representation in the upper tist Church.
witlj
the
work.
The
children
are
very
1
. . . . . . .
,,
. i The leading feature of the morn- .
---------- ,---------- . .
Foods Ensemble Oct. 1, at 9.30
*
•
legislative body. The census figures
session was an address by Rev. much interested and are getting a
p. m., standard. He will sing in
for 1930 record a population of 27.519. 1Ernest W. Robinson, pastor of the I B°od foundation in religious educahis distinctive style two current
thus falling short of the qualifying! Clark Memorial Methodist Church. tion. which is much needed in th is, ly popular solos, and two vocal
interludes in the orchestral pro
number by 2482. The several census Portland^ acting secretary of the neighborhood.”
Council, His subject dealt
, ,
„„ „„ „„ Maine Council.
♦
♦
gram to be played by Don Voor
returns of the years 1860-70-80-90- with the future of the Maine Coun
hees and the Maxwell House En
Dr. H. H. Plumer, Union ........ $23.00
1900 record the figures in each of cil and how it was going on, and he Millard Hart, Rockland .......... 5.00 j semble Orchestra. A feature of
those years as running above the seemed to have grasped the great Mrs. Ethel Frohock, Rockland 2.00 the music scheduled is “Life Is
number now had in mind, 1880 regis need of religious education in the Mr. and Mrs. W. O. F u lle r....... 10.00 Just a Bowl of Cherries,” the
state, where there are not less than
song hit of George W hite’s new
tering as high as 32,862. The decline 120.000 children and youth who are Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer ............. 5.00 j “Scandals.”
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ........... . 25.00
from those impressive figures was not in touch with any form of religi Evelyn B. Crockett
2.00
steady in each decennial census. ous education outside of possibly the Mr. and Mrs. William T. Cobb 10.00
Benedict Arnold's treason will
until that of 1930, which exceeded by ; home
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach ....... 25.00! loom large on the radio horizon
SINGLE TOUCHDOWN
Mabel E. Oxton, Rockville __ 5.00 j Sept. 28 when “The Story of Ma
1274 the figures of 1920. Here is rea
The afternoon session was opened Mary E. Meserve, Thomaston 2.00
Andre,” will be staged for
son for belief that the county, as the j by a worship service and pageant Dr. H. V. Tweedie............_ ...... 25.00 jor
But It W as Made By Skow
radio listeners as the Soconyland
saying goes, is staging a come-back. I g{ven by the Rockville Sunday School Mrs. Bertha Smiley ................ 5.00 : Players offering of the evening.
hegan and Locals Lost the
5.00
We have confidence th a t this is so ., children, under the leadership of Miss Ada B. Young
Bringing Arthur Allen out again
First Game
and th at our corner of the seacoast.: Miss Margaret McKnight and her ■Miss Alena L. Young .............. 5.00
as a leading player in the histori
M. —Hix ................. -25.00
•* .. .
.
.
, .
sister, Mrs. Beatrice Brown. The Mrs. Evelyn *~>
cal radio playlets series, the fa
One lone touchdown in the middle i
having experienced a season of de- pageant ..Out of
Bible; •
a Itooevik Club. Rockland ..... . 5.00
mous spy story will be broadcast
of the second period by Provencal,1
cline, is to find itself restored to its ! beautiful depiction of certain char- Mrs. Edward W. Bok .......... .... 50.00
at 8 p. m„ standard. The playlet
Skowhegan left half back, was
former political eminence, whereby i t a c t e r s of the sacred book who appear Baptist Sunday School, Warren 18.50 deals with the introduction to the
enough to give his team a 7 to 0 vic
rated the dual senatorship. The in costume of the far away days step- Lottie Ewell. Rockville .......... 5.00
tangled affairs of war which led
tory over Rockland High at Com
I Dine out of a huge Bible erected on Dr. W. F. Hart, Camden........... 25.00
to disaster for both Benedict
munity Park here Saturday after
only spirit of chastening accompany- ,he platform The Rockville children F. W. Barton. Tenant's Harbor 5.00
Arnold and Maj. John Andre, the
noon. Atkinson carried the ball over
ing this feeling of civic optimism lies cannot be over praised in the wav Methodist S. S., Union ............ 25.00
British officer who was executed
for the extra point on a line plunge.
in the fact that we must wait until they interpreted the character each D. J. Sivcwright. Ten. Ha:bor 2.00
for his part in the plot.
The visitors’ marker came as the
2.00 '
the figures of the 1940 census con represented. The close was a most Mrs. L. N. L ittlehale......... ........ 25.00
result of a recovery of a Rockland
impressive scene of the Holy Knight. Baptist S. S. Tenant's Harbor
President
Hoover's
request
to
firm that prerogative.
fumble deep in local territory. The
No matter what your Life Insur
The educational value of such a pag- Mrs. Ava B. Lawrv.................... 5.00
the American Legion to oppose
Skowhegan
backs then
plowed
- eant for the children is beyond esti- Robert, Hervey, Patricia Allen 3.00
ance needs may be, The Pru
demands
upon
the
treasury
at
through the middle of the Rockland
Thomaston contributions ...... 14.25
That Rockland should have shifted ] mation.
this time was the feature of the
line on a series of line plunges and
dential has a policy to serve you.
2.00
. j .
At the business session the opti- Mrs. Ida Barrows, Rockvi'.le ..
back into standard time before other mistjc nQte was marked as the heads James E. Kenney. St. Gecrge
opening day's session in Detroit.
planted the ball over the goal line.
1.00
And Annuities that will assure
The President was given a splen
The locals then took to the aerial
communities have done so creates a o{ departments made their reports. Mrs. E. P. Cooper, Wollaston,
200
did reception by the Legion
you an Income for Life.
game and a lateral forward pass.
1.00
good deal of dissatisfaction. If w e, Vacation Bible schools were reported Henry G. Caddy, St. George
naires.
Flanagan to Freeman to Knowlton
were to run upon the fast time at all | as held at Appleton. Burkettville, St Leola F. Robinson. St. George 1.00
Prudential representatives are
put the ball over the Skowhegan line
Miss Edith C. Bicknell ............ 2.00
it is difficult to understand why we ,Bap*ist and Methodist united*, A Friend ................................... 5.00
but
Referee
Mahan
ruled
that
the
prepared
to give you the best
That
was welcome
news
ball was caught illegally and it was
should not continue it as others are ' Camden, Rockland Baptist and Ash Thomaston Additional .............. 15.00 brought by the radio last night
advice
obtainable.
placed back on the forty yard line.
Knox County Council ................ 50.00 th at the German airmen and
J Point.
doing.
This was the only time through
Miss McKnight reported Bible
Portuguese sportsman, missing
out the game that the Rockland
$444.85
i schools were held a t Stickney Comer.
Total to date
148
hours,
had
been
picked
up
by
THE OLD GUARD DIES
team threatened, making only one
1Shepherd Hill (Union). Head of
a Norwegian ship.
first down all the afternoon.
Lake (Alford), Hope Corner, East
IN RURAL MAINE
•••
There was scarcely two thousand Union and Clark Island. Her report
•
Skowhegan's
offense
featured i
This morning's Globe news
Halle. Provencal and Atkinson, while
of them present at the Des Moines showed that since she began work the Some of the Work Being Successstated that Commander Mac
Bernard. Phillips and Ready per
fully Carried On By the American
encampment—the sixty-fifth—of the first of April, with the 10 district
Millan was at the Phillip's
formed well on the defense. The
schools taught once each week and
Sunday
School
Union
Grand Army of the Republic, that the Sunday Schools organized at
House, Boston, suffering from
bulk of the Rockland ball carrying 1
mighty organization bom out of the Rockville and North Warren, 321
stomach trouble. Was comfort
was done by Flanagan and Thomas
[The religious work among the
while Connon, Achom and Doyle
Civil War. In its halcyon years they children had been reached.
rural children of Knox County has j able this morning.
broke up the greater part of the
created much interest among the
marched in its annual procession,
visitors’ running attack.
At the evening session the good- j readers of this paper, as the report of
China’s warring forces are to
four hundred thousand stalwart
The summary:
sized audience was enthused by ad- ; money contributions shows. It is a
unite in opposing Japanese ag
young men. Our own Edwin Libby dresses by Miss McKnight and Rev. type of work that is receiving simiSkowhegan—Ready, Carbett, le;
gression, this morning’s bulletin
Lupman, It: Stinchfield. Fall, lg;
Post, with a roster one time bearing Frederick W. Smith, superintendent lar attention in other parts of Maine,
said.
Sower, c; Perry, rg; Phillips, rt;
three hundred names of soldiers and of the Christian Civic League. Miss some of the phases of which are notDemp, re; Halle (Capt.i, qb; Pro
sailors out of this neighborhood, has McKnight spoke on the “Church's ed in the accompanying communica
BLAISDELL
A
T
HEAD
vencal, lh; Atkinson, rh; Bernard,
Greatest Responsibility; How Meet tion to this paper from Henry E. Ul
shrunken to the bare dozen. So it is It?" She showed the responsitfility mer. missionary of the American 1
Groder, fb.
Rockland—Mazzeo, Sheppard, re;
with the other Posts of Knox County. is the children and youth; the way Sunday School Union, whose head- | Rockland Principal Chosen
Achom. rt; Gray, rg; Crockett, c;
Were there not five of them, and in to meet it is with a trained teaching quarters are in Boston. The former 1
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President
Home Office, NEW ARK, N. J.
As the President of Knox Doyle, lg; Haskell, It; Connon. le;
teacher training missionary for a long period was a
some instances has not the last sur force through
Flanagan, qb; Freeman, lh; Karl,
Knox County man, W. E. Overlock j
classes.
&
Lincoln
League
vivor been honored with the impres
Knowlton, rh; Thomas, fb.
Mr. Smith stressed the present of Washington, upon w’hose death Mr.
Touchdown,
Provencal.
Point
sive tribute of taps? Well, the Grand condition of law enforcement in rela Ulmer ha» taken over the work. He
Principals and coaches of the after touchdown. Atkinson (rush).
Army loyally supplemented their tion to National Prohibition, and de writes from East Vassalboro:]
»♦♦♦
schools represented in the Knox and Referee, Mahan of Springfield. Um
labor and sacrifice on the field with plored the lack of teaching, regard
out the “European Year Book” or the wool, the textiles, but there is a
Lincoln League met a t the Rockland pire, Fowler of Colby. Head lines
EUROPE ASHAMED OF BOOZE
ing the liquor traffic and temper Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
a citizenship th at bore an equal ance, of the children of the land;
In this country we are hearing so the "Statesman's Year Book" and try complete vacuum on liquor. In fact
I am glad to report th a t I have I High School building yesterday and man, Wotton of Bowdoin. Time,
quality of patriotism and it is with th a t unless such teaching is given been privileged to organize seven new squared away for the basketball and four 9 min. periods.
much about <ne superiority of booze to find out the truth about the liquor the only place one hears about the!
as an economic factor th a t we are business in the "old country.” There elevating and dominating superioritj
that reputation that the last of them the children through the Sundav l Sunday schools and conduct two daily baseball seasons with a discussion of
details. These officers were elected:
Uncle Sam's foreign relations now amazed to find that the Europeans is no such information available, i of the Booze Traffic is among Amerf
will pass off the stage. “The old schools and other groups of children j vacation Bible schools thus far this
Blaisdell
of adays, it appears are nearly all poor hide the facts about their booze You find out about the coal and Iron,! can Wets.
the future of National Prohibition is I summer, besides opening
eight I President—Joseph
guard dies, but never surrenders.” uncertain, and urged that the Sun preaching stations and maintaining Rockland.
relations.—Weston Leader.
business. Go to any library and get
'
Vice President—Carleton Wood of
Cambonne, that historic figure at day Schools of Knox County be alive Sunday schools alreadv organized. I
Camden.
have much to praise God for as I re
Waterloo, denied he ever said it, but to their opportunity in the matter.
Secretary-Treasurer—Zenas Harts
The resolution committee Rev. H. call all the experiences leading to
the phrase might with truth be
horn of Rockport.
F. Leach. Rev. H. H. Marr. Rev. Mil- these results
applied to these survivors of the ton R. Kerr reported the following
Mahan of Augusta will referee the
I was received very coolly by many
far-off momentous days of '61-64.
resolves which are unanimously of the parents upon visiting some of local basketball games with the ex
adopted and ordered sent to Presi these communities for the first time. ception of the one in which Lincoln
dent Hoover and to the press.
It was hard to convince them that I Academy will be Rockland’s oppo
THE PORTER APPLE SEASON
• • ♦ •
was not working for a financial gain, nent.
Rockport High School which did
Resolved, th at in view of the fact but that I wanted to help them and
Some readers at about this time of the attempts to nullify the 18th their children to know God and the not include baseball as a major sport
Start today Io buy til your groctrlo,
Including fr»,h fruits and product, St
(ancient almanac phrase) look for an Amendment and introducing light Bible. They had been without any last spring was re-admitted to the
your Clovtrdalt Store.
editorial mention of th a t evasive wines and beer, we, the members of form of religious training or influ league.
the Knox County, Maine, Sundav ence for so long that they had be
piece of fruit, the Porter Apple. They School Association, representing all come ex’remely self-centered and
Compare for quality and latvlce. D o
MUST BE INSPECTED
thii and you will be delighted to coo- j
declare they have come to expect It. the Protestant Churches of Knox thus could not understand why a
Unue thi> pleasant money-MvIng habit
It is a subject upon which we con County, put ourselves on record as stranger should show any concern Canned Blueberries Cannot Leave
State Otherwise—Packers Exer
tinue to entertain views not alto opposed to all such attempts as for them or for their religious wel
cising Great Care
at present advocated.
fare.
gether unaccompanied by emotions of
Resolved, th a t we, the members of
When night came, having found no
Blueberry packers of the State, al
skepticism. This is not to deny that the Knox County, Maine. Sunday place to stay. I was obliged to sleep
horticulturally minded friends have School Association, being strongly in in my automobile and often, while ready holding a short crop because of
condemnation of raw blueberries
confidently laid before us examples favor of the disarmament of nations, calling, the children were called into from the Washington County bar
FOR THIS WEEK
and in looking forward to World the house and the mother talked to
of this product of nature such as Peace, unitedly pray for the World's me through a very small opening in rens on account of white maggot in
PILLSBURY’S AND G OLD MEDAL,
77c
One dollar will open a savings account at
were calculated to disprove any Disarmament Conference of 1932.
the door. Wherever they were willing festation. faced a new problem with
CLOVERDALE
FAMILY,
49c
Officers elected for the ensuing year, to talk at all they offered no encour announcement that no canned blue
any Security Trust Company office any
attitude of doubt. Comes now that
All Around Flour)
berries can be shipped from the State
are: President, Rev. F. W. Barton. agement.
ardent disciple of education, F. L. S. Tenant’s
time. Every day is dollar day here. We
Harbor; vice president. Rev.
CLOVERDALE PA STR Y ,
I wish our friends could visit these until inspected by the State Depart
47c
Morse, with a boxful of them, fair of Milton R. Kerr. Glenmere: recording communities with me now and see ment of Agriculture.
have hundreds of savings accounts that
The inspection was ordered at the
exterior and breathing a fragrance and corresponding secretary, Miss the tremendous change which has
Crandon,
Thomaston; come to them. They count their behest of the Federal Department of
that fills the four walls of the edi Margaret
RCGuuut o n
were started with an initial deposit of
Pabst-ett RIMIENTO
18‘
secretary and treasurer, Sunday school as one of the greatest Agriculture and an inspection office
QUAKER
torial room, elusive and captivating. financial
Miss Minnie Fernald, Thomaston.
blessings which has ever come to will be set up in Portland where three
$1.00 and which now contain substantial
VALLCY
29c
Peaches BRAND
The apples, he tells us, were grown
OATS
2
Directors of Departments: Chil their neighborhood, and they never I out of every 100 cases will be taken
amounts. The important factor in saving
upon that ancient farm a t Morse’s dren's Work. Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, tire of working for its advancement. for examination.
LGE
Squash CLOVERDALE
BRAND
2
25’
PKG
Corner, where his great-great-grand- Thomaston; Young People. Mrs. Eu Nearly all of those enrolled have read j A Representative o f ' the Staff Demoney
is not the size of the deposits.
nice Tillson. Thomaston: Adult Mr^.
; partm ent estimated th a t it might
J LB 49«
father, James Morse, built in 1815 the Lois Cassens, Rockland; Education, all of the Gospel and a number have I take four or five months to examine
Budweiser Malt
CAN
completed the New Testament. I
Regularity
is what counts. If you have
house in which the great-great- Rev. George F. Currier. Rockport: have received regular reports from I the season’s pack. Condemnation of
Lux
Teilet
Soap
•
3
CAKES
12c
been putting off opening a savings account
grandson himself now lives.
It Administration, Rev . Richard H. them and most encouraging letters I infested Dacks is expected.
The blueberry packers, with the
N. B. C. Snowballi *»«ms u 20°
concerning their work, asking me to
stands to reason th a t this tree, product Moyle, Union.
2
0
c
until you could make a large first deposit
visit them and en.ioy with them the j cooperation of Federal experts, have
Prudence Corned Bt«f Hoik can2Se
of a Thomaston farm so historically
RETl’RNS NOT COMPLETE
been fighting the white maggot for
results of their labors.
don’t wait any longer. O pen your account
2 am. pkgt. 17c
S. O. S. Cleanser . 2 PKOS 250
pictured, should send forth an apple
six or seven years. Spraying and
Henry E. Ulmer. Missionary
Benefit Bakins Powder u can23c
calculated to meet the requirements But Indications Are That “Yes" Vote
dusting on the barrens have been
with $1.00 at the most convenient
THF. ROMANY ROAD
Triumphed In Recent Election
1partially successful.
STATLER
of the most exacting taste.
Security Trust Company office.
IFor The Courier-Gazette 1
Some of the pack was inspected
Molasses "SET
25’
TOILET
TISSUE
George W. Leadbetter. messenger Oh. the Romany road It calls to me.
before it entered the factories but
SPEED IN THE AIR
I»s
camofire
Bleams
In
my
m
ind
I
see.
to the Governor and Executive When summer suns and summer rains I a large part of it was not.
ROLLS 4 0 c
Gold M edal FLO*UR sa 27’
IN CTN
Council, savs th a t the incompleteness Shine and beat on my window panes.
Major Doolittle, who won the of returns to date have prevented
ABSENCE
OF
LIQUOR
Peanut Butter SLADE’S
19®
i c iu i.
___ th e Oh. the Romany road It calls to me
Schneider cup race in England, and ui
his department from tabulating the when tbe southerly winds blow up from
the sea.
“Business corporations, are in a
in so doing broke the American votes cast at the Senatorial refer- j
enriurn e le c tio n
Por my glpsy h eart and 1iy rovlng feat
I will never rest where the two roads I sounder financial condition than
transcontinental record, expresses the enaum election.
No bitter chaff
Fancy Alaiha
He expected, however, that official
meet
they were during any prior period of
opinion that five hundred miles an tabulation would be completed the
in Kleeko Coffee I
depression" said Richard Whitney,
RED
week T hp re - f!o the Romany road th a t calls to me.
hour will soon be attained if avia latter part of thic
Yhe biller chaff that is found In every
th is ueex. m e re That lengthens itself over land and sea. president of the New York Stock
coffee been (even the best) is re
tion’s development continues at its turns as gathered by newspapers in- is the road of my dreams th a t I'll follow Exchange; and this Is one of the fea
moved from K leeko, "Coffee at its
SALMON
.neath the sun and a ,t„ . tures of prohibition America during
Camden, Union, W arren, Vinalhaveri
best" This partially explains Klatko's
present rate. Captain Hawks, an- dicated the measure, increasing the ' QaUy
number of State Senators in Oxford
a world wide depression. Certainly
unsurpassed flavor.
Clara S. Overlock.
other speed artist, thinks that rate and Androscoggin County by one j Washington, Maine,
TALL 2 5 «
the presence of the saloons which
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of
CAN
will be reached inside three or four eacb bad been approved by a slightI
Lb. Flavor-Tlsbt Tin
were outlawed by the 18th amend
This would see flying from margin.
A depression is a period when peo ment would not have had anything
Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
ple do without things their parents but a depressing effect upon the
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
1situation. The lack of widespread
than $85,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
son why one should wish to cross the never had.—Minneapolis Star,
institutions, Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
continent in six hours? Perhaps the '
contract tuberctfiosi^ from drunkenness in America during the
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
world-wide depression has been one
In banking and financial operation.
b v f f i •r (/ro cen ex~
s<o,«enobscot View Grange might take bogs tQ {eed wjtb tuberculous cattle of the outstanding features of this
success k SUbject into its arena of debate. or poultry.
1era.
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C o m fo r t in t h e L a t e r
Y e a r s o f L if e
can be assured by

LIFE
IN SU R A N C E

D o N o t L a p s e a n y o f t h e L ife I n s u r a n c e
P r o te c tio n y o u h a v e ; b e tte r s till

Get More of It!
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«
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Snmnanit of Aw

THU TEITI

FLOUR SPECIALS

Every day is Dollar
Day here

18

LUX

3

|7

S E C U R IT Y T R U S T

Company

ROCKLAND

29-

□

C L O V E R D A L F

Every-Other-Day

TALK O F THE TOW N

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 22, 1931
Charles Tweedie is employed as
John Moulaison is on the Yacht
assistant manager of the Personal Chelsea, now at New York soon to
Thrift Co. a t Waterville.
go to Annapolis.

C O M IN G N E I G H B O R H O O D E V E N T S

Sept. 22-23—Unity Park Fair.
Sept. 23—Appleton—Lincoln-Knox Bap
tist Association quarterly meeting.
Sept. 24-25—Montvllle fair.
Sept. 26 (Football)—Rockland High vs.
Gardiner High a t Community Park.
Sept. 27—Knox County Outboard Asso
ciation regatta at Lake Meguntlcook.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair.
Oct. 3—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with White Oak Grange.
Oct. 6-7—Annual convention of the
Maine Baraca Phllathea Union at Farm 
ington.
Oct. 6-8—Lincoln County Fair.
Odt. 7—Rockport—Fred A. Norwood,
W. R. C. fair and entertainment.
Oct. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeag
Grange.
Oct. 16—Penobscot View Grange fair,
Oct. 17—First In series of Interna
tional fishermen races off Halifax.
Oct. 22—Union—Annual meeting of
Knox-Ltncoln Farm Bureau.
Nov. 9—Special election to vote upon
administrative code bill.

WEATHER
This morning began with cloudy
skies, slight southwest wind and early
temperature 60, but the sup seems to
be breaking through as we go to press
and the radio report gives probably
lair and warmer for both today and
Wednesday. Autumn begins official
ly tomorrow as the sun “crosses the
line,’’ and night and day everywhere
are of equal length. Many a t tSis
time are keeping an eye oht for the
equinoctial or line storm, the tradi
tional lashing gale that was so dread
ed in the old shipping days, but which
in these degenerate days fails to ap
pear as often as not. Sunday’s steady
rain would hardly qualify as such,
though it made a disagreeable dtw
with darkness seeming to come all too
early because of the return to stand
ard time. Yesterday was cool and
sunny, wind shifting from northeast
to south, early afternoon temperature
67.

Elmer Rising has returned to BosThe meeting of the Woman’s As
ton where he is engaged in special sociation of the First Baptist Church
work for a Harvard professor. .
j has been postponed to Sept. 30.
Miss Harriet Wilson resumed her
Mrs. Guy Douglas has resumed
duties at the office of John Bird Co. her position in the office of Rock
yesterday, after a week’s vacation.
land & Rockport Lime Corporation
after a fortnight's vacation.
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
night, with supper at 6 in charge of
“Bill’’ Stevens of Warren and M.
the men, with Milton Griffin as S. Dick spent Sunday fishing at
chairman.
Crawford’s Lake, Mr. Stevens had
the good fortune to land a 24-inch
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield salmon.
Memorial Church will meet Wednes
day evening with Mrs. Frank Greg
Special Officer Forrest K. Hatch is
ory, 52 North Main street.
on Patrolman Ingraham's beat while
the latter is on the last week of his
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook vacation.
Post, A.L., holds its first supper of
the season Saturday night at Legion
Miss Rhoda Currier is acting as
hall, from 5 to 7. Mrs. Geneva Up
matron at the Home’for Aged Wom
ham will be in charge.
en during the absence of Miss
Mrs. Nellie Achorn is expected Getchell and Miss Butler, who are
home today from Des Moines, where ' having their vacation.
in the capacity of department presi
A nice souvenir of Henry A. How
dent', Sons of Union Veterans Aux
iliary, she attended the annual en ard's fine posy garden at Crescent j
Beach found its way to The Couriercampment of the National G.A.R.
Gazette office yesterday.
The Garden Club meets this a ft
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Nina
Willis I. Ayer, who served on a juryBeverage, Chestnut street, at 3 o'clock in Federal Court, Portland, after re
when the members will be privileged turning from a motor trip into the
to hear Miss Anna Coughlin in an Canadas, went to Portland yesterday
informal talk.
for another short jury session.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday evening for business only.
The meeting will be called at 7.30.
Gordon Spaulding is having a
week's vacation from his duties at
the local plant of the Gulf Refining
Company.
A freak carrot was John Doherty's
contribution to The Courier-Ga
zette's collection of unusual garden
crops Saturday.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or short, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you a r
rive home. There will be no
charge.
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer
Camp, Spanish War Veterans, will
have a supper tomorrow night at
Legion hall a t 6.30.
Farmington Normal School, with a
total registration of 400, has an /A l
tering class of 193 in which are
.’ found the names of Bernice Smith
ui;d Phyllis Snowman of Rockland
and Maiy Nelson of Vinalhaven.
Maurice Simmons, the St. George
pitching ace has enrolled at Colby
College, and it is a fair guess that
Knox County baseball fans will be
reading of his achievements on
Seaverns Field before many seasons
have passed.

W HY WE
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C A N B O O S T M A IN E

Now Y ou C an H ave

M a in e is a lre a d y o n e o f th e le a d in g s t a te s In th e d iv e r s i t y and
im p o rta n c e of its m a n u f a c tu r e d p ro d u c ts.
M a in e p ro te c ts in d u s t r i a l in v e s tm e n ts an d p ro v id es fa v o ra b le
c o n d itio n s for w o rk e rs . I t h as a m in im u m of "boom s,” d e p re ss io n s
a n d la b o r troubles.

STAINLESS

M a in e ’s labor, b o th m a le and f e m a le , is notably e f fic ie n t and
I n d u s tr io u s . T he s u p p ly is am ple fo r a w id e expansion o f in d u stry .
L a r g e q u a n titie s o f p o w er can be d e liv e r e d to deep t i d e w a t e r in
M a in e c h e a p e r th a n e ls e w h e r e on th e A t l a n t i c Coast. M a in e h a s an
a b u n d a n c e of p o w er a t lo w rates. C o m p le tio n of new d e v e lo p m e n ts
w ill p e r m it still lo w e r r a t e s .
»
T h e co st of co al, o il a n d other fu el in M aine c o n s titu te s one of
th e g r e a t e s t h a n d ic a p s to th e d e v e lo p m e n t of ind u stry .
M a in e 's long c o a s t lin e h as good h a r b o r s from w h ich g o o d s may
be s h ip p e d by w a te r r o u te s to all A m e r ic a n ports, o n b o th the
A tla n tic a n d th e P a c if ic .
C anadian r a i l r o a d s w ith te r m in a ls in
M a in e g iv e ra te s to B u ffalo , D etro it a n d C hicago w h ic h c o m p a re
fa v o ra b ly w ith th o se f ro m im p o rtan t e a s t e r n points s u c h a s B oston
an d N e w York. M a in e 's p o rts arc th e c lo s e s t to E u ro p e o f a n y on
th e A tla n tic se a b o a rd . T h e distan ce f r o m P o rtlan d to M a n ila v ia
S u ez is a lm o s t e x a c tly t h e sa m e as it is v i a P an am a.
N e i t h e r o p e ra tio n o f p la n ts nor tr a n s p o r ta tio n Is a f fe c te d by
w e a th e r co nditions. O n a n av erag e th e r e a r e but one o r tw o days
in D e c e m b e r w hen t h e th e rm o m e te r g o e s belo w zero, fiv e o r six in
J a n u a r y , th ree o r fo u r in F e b ru a ry a n d o n e in M arch.

Vicks VapoRub
Your Same Vicks.:.Only Color
Removed...Same Formula
Sam e Price

I n d u s tr ie s d e p e n d e n t chiefly upon m a l e labor an d lo w potver
r a te s , a r e am ong th e m o s t likely p r o s p e c ts fo r th e S t a t e 's fu tu re
d e v e lo p m e n t.
•

Timothy J. Carroll, who has been
officiating as golf pro at Moosehead
during the summer, is back in Rock
land looking up old friends. He will
be in Palm Beach during the winter,
going there early in December.

Dr. Blake Annis attended a ban
Commander C. F. Snow and Robert
Eastport now has a BPW Club, the
quet at the Hotel Manger in Boston
to be organized in Washing A. W ebster went a-motoring over the
Sunday, observing the 36th anniver second
ton County.
weekend, penetrating as far north as
sary of the founding of chiropractic.
Princeton, and seeing much beautiful
It was celebrated as "Chiropractic
Word was received’ yesterday of country. They found potatoes selling
Day” in New England.
the sudden death in Biddeford of at 65 cents a barrel in Aroostook
Walter Bay left yesterday for Tela,
and many farm ers are allow
Strand Theatre was packed to the Mrs. Annie Anthoin, widow of County
Honduras, where he is with the Unit
ing their crop to rem ain in the
ed Fruit Company in the radio door# last night and oiltside an George A. Anthoin. Mrs. Anthoin ground.
branch. Mrs. Bay expects to leave other big crowd clamored for ad will be remembered in Rockland as
tomorrow and with Mr. Bay will sail mission. The cause of it was the Mrs. George Copeland, whose hus
H. N. Walker, president and treas
from New York the latter part of the Four Marx Brothers in “Monkey band was proprietor of the Cope urer,
C. F. Rackliff, vice president
Business,” the funniest picture ever land Variety Store, the family re
week.
siding on Broadway in w hat is now and secretary and John R. Kenyon,
shown in Rockland.
vice president and sales manager, en
the Universalist parsonage.
Lloyd Clark has resumed his studies
tertained the district managers of
When fire caught in a wood pile in
at Massachusetts Institute of Tech
the Walker-Rackliff Company of
nology, Boston.—Edward Lawrence Is St. George Friday night a neighbor ! The stately three-and-one-half- New
Conn., a t a deep sea
a member of the Freshman class at ing dwelling was endangered. A vol ' foot thermometer now ornamenting fishingHaven,
at Rockland Saturday.
the University of Maine—Judson unteer fire department headed by the entrance wall of The Courier- Among party
guests were G. Herlin,
Flanagan leaves tomorrow to resume | Eddie and Alden prevented a con Gazette office is offered to the public, managerthe
of the Bridgeport district,
flagration, and the members are now j in the hope that its gratuitous conhis studies at Providence College.
Frank W. Keith, manager of the
in line for medals.
, sultation may afford the utmost satis- Hartford district and Thomas H.
Fales Circle will meet Wednesday
I faction. The instrument is some- Ray assistant manager of the Stam
with Mrs. Martha Kirkpatrick at the, Cheering news comes from Damar ! what unusual, inasmuch as it carries ford district. Others in the party
home of Sidney Stevens. Warren, if iscotta Hospital with reference to j in addition to the machinery for were Robert H. Heller manager of
the weather is fair. Work in the a ft the two Rockland patients, Charles registering temperature, a barometer the advertising service department
ernoon will be followed by picnic sup Bicknell and Miss Barbara Blalsdqll. j designed to point out in advance the and a number of the factory produc
per and a business trieeting in the The stitches have been removed sort of picnic weather th e coming tion executives. This fishing trip
evening. If the weather is incle from the former's head and he will 1day is to produce.
was th e culmination of a motor trip
ment. the meeting will be held Wed be able to return home in a few
of a week’s duration in which several
nesday evening at the home of Mrs. days. Marked improvement in the
factories supplying m aterial to the
j The monthly meeting of the Rock- Walker-Rackliff Company,
Mary Rogers, Crescent street.
girl’s condition is noted.
were
i land Branch of the American Red visited. The trip was made possible
Cross
was
held
Wednesday
after
Richard Bird Jr. of Boston, n a
Ernest Achom of Thomaston was
by th e company executives as a re
tional field agent of the General arraigned before Judge Butler yes noon. Miss Beda Gray, R. N., who ward to the sales force and other offiSunday School Association and Y. P. terday charged with drunken driv was in charge during the month of 1cials for their efforts which resulted
C. U„ has been the guest of Rev. and ing in connection with the serious August, while Miss Steele was hav j in maintaining the same high volume
Mrs. George H. Welch for a few days, j smashup which occurred on Labor ing her vacation, reported total !of sales during the past year in spite
Friday evening Mr. Bird met several Day near the new South Warren number of visits made as 292; six of th e unusual international eco
of the young people of the local Y. P. bridge. Absence of a material wit babies born; 38 visits made to new nomic conditions.
C. U. and talked in a most interesting j ness caused a continuation of the born infants under one month of
BORN
manner to them regarding their or case until next Monday.
age; 29 visits made to expectant
Knox Hospital, Rockland.
ganization. Saturday Mr. Bird called ;
mothers. One baby conference was PERRY—At
Sept. 10. to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
upon several of the teachers and ! Those delicious chicken, duck anc held. One youngster, aged three,
C Perry, a daughter. Dea.
workers with the young people of the steak dinners and the famous Sweet who had infantile paralysis a year SAWYER—At Rockland. Sept. 13. to
Mr. and Mrs. Merton R. Sawyer, a
church in the Interest of their activi Shop chicken barbecues of Commun ago, was sent to the Shriners Hosdaughter, Margaret Helen.
ties.
|
pltal
in
Springfield.
Mass.,
where
he
ity
Sweet
Shop
are
now
being
served
________ _ _
at Community Sweet Shop Farm, has been operated upori, an d hope is
MARRIED
The Rogers barber shop will here which is located just back of the expressed th a t it may be so success CLARK-KEYES—At
Bucksport. Sept. 20.
after be open 7.30 a. m. .to 7 p. m — | Sweet Shop. Private dining rooms ful th at he will not be a burden
by Rev. Ashley Smith. Aaron A. Clark
of Thomaston and Miss Eleanor H
adv.
• I are available a t the farm.—adv. * ! when older.
Keyes of Bucksport.

W h y 2 6 M illion Jars A re Used Yearly
For twenty-five years V ick s VapoRub has been the mothers’
reliance— the family standby for cold troubles. Like nothing
else Vicks acts externally— without the risks of “dosing”—
direct to the affected area— by stimulation and inhalation—
two w ays at once.

In Golden A m b e r or Stainless W hite
Now your druggist has Vicks in the original amber or the
new stainless white fo rm — as you prefer it. It’s the same
dependable Vicks . . . sam e time-tested ingredients, com
pounded in the same exclusive Vick w a y — at the same price.

The program at Penobscot View
Grange next Thursday will consist of
reapings by several members; singing
by men’s chorus; special music and
a special feature in charge of Inez
Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Simmons who
have resided at 63 Willow street about
25 years, have sold their residence to
Gilman Seabury of this city. The
Simmons' move next week to South
west Harbor where they will make
their home and at which place Mr.
Simmons will be engaged in the lob
ster business.

An early morning caller a t The
Another accident in the vicinity
Courier-Gazette office today was A. of the Lincoln street school build
P. Allen, proprietor of the Idalia ing yesterday afternoon had as its
victim Douglas Cooper, son of Mr.
Farm, w hich consists of about 140 and Mrs. Almon B. Cooper of Lime
acres in Hope ana a similar area rock street, who while at play near
two miles distant in Lincolnville. the Cobb store stepped in front of
Mr. Allen brought a bouncing Wolf Hugh Benner’s motor car, which had
River apple, as an evidence of what I Just been started. Severe injuries to
his orchard is doing this year and the boy’s left ankle and a bruise on
i some toothsome golden russets still his left hip resulted. Special Officer
testifying to what it did last year. Hatch who was on duty In th a t zone
I He reports a normal crop of M cln- conveyed the lad to the Knox Hos
toshes, Spys, Baldwins and Wolf pital and notified his parents. The
Rivers. L ast year he set o ut 500 I Cooper boy has figured in three aci trees, an d will continue the good ) cidents within a comparatively short
work next spring on an equal basis.
time.

iia

A T L A N T IC R A N G E
PREM IUM D A Y S

The trial of Willis Robishaw,
charged with criminal assault upon
a young girl resulted Saturday in
the finding probable cause, and
Judge Butler held the respondent for
the November term of Superior
Court in the sum of $2000. County
Attorney Otis for the State; Tirrell
for the respondent.
Eugene Ryder, well known Grand
Army veteran, returned from Bel
fast yesterday to find that the gener
al belief existed that he was at SaiU
ors’ Snug Harbor. The error arose
from a published report to that effect,
but it was Eugene Ryan of Rock
port and not Eugene Ryder of Rock
land who went to the Staten Island
institution.

H

ERE’S real n e w s! Science has found a way to re
move the color from the world’s m ost famous treat
ment for cold s— without altering the time-tested
formula an io ta ! It’s your sam e Vicks— just all
chance o f stain gone!

Special Notice
Premiums will be given with every range sold
in our store this week. A small deposit w ill
bring a range to your home.
SEE O U R W INDOW DISPLAY!

ALL THIS WEEK === ATLANTIC RANGE WEEK
See These Splendid Values In Our Windows

!

Preston Player of New York and
Islesboro is a guest at The Thorn
dike for a few days before returning
to his winter home. Mr. Player has
been coming to Islesboro since 1894
and is perhaps the best known of
the summer residents at Dark H ar
bor. He reports an excellent season
at the Dark Harbor Club, although
the number of cottagers did not
come quite up to former years. Mr.
Player was a guest Sunday of Mt.
and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.

During This A tlantic R ange W eek w e
will give FREE w ith every ran ge a

Rockland High School's next op
ponent at Community Park will be
the Gardiner High School team,
which will come over from the Ken
nebec Valley hoping to duplicate
Skowhegan’s feat. The orange and
black warriors of Rockland High used
a diversified attack Saturday and
while it was not particularly suc
cessful against Skowhegan it gave
sufficient promise to indicate that the
Limerock City eleven will always be
dangerous when the system gets in
better working order.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Crie motored
Friday to Waterville where Mr. Crie
represented his fraternity. Theta
Kappa Nu, at a conference called by
Prof. Franklin W. Johnson to discuss
the policy of fraternity houses on the
prospective campus of the new Colby
College on Mayflower Hill. Alumni
representatives of all the fraternities
in the college voted unanimously to
subordinate the usual individualistic
tendencies of fraternity life for the
sake of the larger college life, by
recommending that the fraternity
houses be owned, financed and leased
by the college, that they be planned
so as to occupy an integral part of
the campus, and that the democratic
traditions of Colby be fostered by\
having all students take their meals
generally at the Men's Union. While
this was not an authoritative group,
it was felt that its action would have
considerable influence upon the deci
sion of the Board of Trustees in this
matter.
Eastern Star rummage sale in old
Woolworth store. Masonic Temple,
Sept. 23 at 9 o’clock.—adv.
113-114 1

HEAVYx SET iOF WOOLEN
r
r < <
BLANKETS
or
A N EXTRA HEAVY ALUMINUM TEA
ATLANTIC CIRCULATOR

KETTLE
DUCHESS ATLANTIC
and a

The finest circulator ever built. W ill heat four
or five rooms with even, perfect heat.

•

finished in dark walnut.
'

Fine

large firebox and oven in black and colors.

A Magnificent Range

THE QUEEN ATLANTIC ROYAL

EA SY TERMS

BUY HERE
AT
FOUNDRY
PRICES

THE QUEEN ATLANTIC

Nicely

T h e finest low priced Range ever built.

A new Coal and Gas Combination in black
or cqlors. Enamel Gas Ovens
NEW LO W PRICES

truly splendid value.

A

14 PIECE ALUMINUM SET
See It At the Store!

CASH O R EASY TERMS

Every A tlantic Range or Heater!

Cash o r Easy T erm s — L iberal A llow ance for Y our Old R ange

STONINGTON FURNITURE COM PANY
3 1 3 -3 1 9 M AIN STREET

R O C K L A N D , M AINE

T E L E PH O N E 980
■BRI

Absolutely Free W ith

buy Here
at
FOUNDRY
PRICES

Every-Otber-Day
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I
supper guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman
Andrew Bennett at Heron Neck of Claremont. N. H.
Russell Arey was in Rockland Sat
Light. Cards featured the evening.
E. Mont Perry arrived Friday for
Mrs. Hattie Hopkins and daughter urday.
a few days' visit with his niece Mrs. Floyde who have been guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman
L. R. Smith.
and Mrs. Allston Roberts, left T hurs ! who were guests the past week of Mr.
Mrs. William Benner has returned day for Augusta.
1and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn went by ’
from a visit in Waldoboro.
Rev. P. J. Clifford was in Rock plane Saturday to Rockland on their
Arthur Thomas returned Thursday land Saturday.
I return to Claremont N H.
from a visit in Rockland.
Femald Ames started Saturday on
Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. Fillebrown
Mrs. James Dickenson has been and Capt. John Small have returned an auto trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts
spending a few days at Camp Aly- from a few days’ cruise to Islesboro
! are on a vacation motor trip and will
osca guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar end Deer Isle in Yacht Roma.
Thomas Leighton and Daniel Do j visit friends at Lisbon Falls.
C. Lane.
Mrs. Basil Webster and daughter herty who have spent the past three Miss Louise Philb’-ook returned SatConstance and Mrs. Maurice Brown weeks at Camp Lookout. Shore Acres, urday to Thomaston after visiting
returned Friday to Cambridge. Mass. ; relatives in town the past two weeks.
returned Thursday from Houlton.
Miss Mildred Robinson, nurse,
Miss Allegra Ingerson, sophomore,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Loud, who
have been guests of his brother, Eu left Saturday to. resume studies at whose home is with Mr. and Mrs
I Russell Arev. returned Saturday from
gene Loud, returned Friday to University of Maine.
At Idlewild. Shore Acres Wednes Rockland where she has been ill at :
Springfield. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morton and day Mr. and Mrs. George Gray enter Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes enterMr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory were tained Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn
j tained Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Leach of
Boston the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Kelley of Pel- I
2331
ham. N. H„ and daughter Mrs.
Sumner Miller of Amherst, N. H.. re
turn todav to their homes after a
visit with their relatives Mr. and Mrs.
T. L. Roberts at Creekside.
Mrs. Lou Kittredge Fox of Pelham.
NOW to assure first choice
| N. H.. who has been visiting Mrs. Irv- j
and best assortment of
ing Fifield and relatives returned
home last Tuesday.
Mrs. Herbert Conway has returned j
from North Haven where she spent
the summer.
Neil Calderwood left Monday on
his return to the University of Maine, j
TULIPS, HYACINTHS, LILIES
Dewey Brow’ll spent the weekend in j
Rockland where Mrs. Brown is under 1
NARCISSUS, CROCUSES, ETC.
observation at Knox Hospital.
E. C. Macintosh has resumed his !
position in the Sunshine Grocery
store after a vacation of several i
weeks, enforced by illness.
on many items—and the FINEST stock in years. For
The seniors, V.H.S., enjoyed a corn
such quality at such prices every home where this
roast outing at Barley Hill and Jo- !
seph Calderwood farm Friday eve- I
newspaper goes can afford to have a supply of these
nir.g. The Girl Scouts also held a

VINALHAVEN

ORDER NOW !

BULBS

IM PORTED
D U TC H

LO W EST PRICE IN Y EA R S

bulbs which later on provide such beautiful

Breakers.
“Daddy Long Legs ” with Janet
Gaynor star, drew out good sized au
diences who expressed appreciation of
the interesting picture.
Miss Teresa McKenna of Medford.
Mass., has joined her sister Mrs. Mary
Daniels in a few weeks' visit at the
home of their uncle O. P. Lyons.
Miss Evelyn Graves spent the
weekend in town guest of Miss Muriel
Chilles.
Work in the granite paving in
dustry was resumed Monday at the
Jones' Quarry for the Leopold Com
pany.

W INTER @ SPRING BLOOM S
The assortment is complete today— ORDER NOW
—to get the widest choice and best selection, W rite
or call for K. & W. Bulb folder.
FARM, DAIRY

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

QE N D A L L
FEDERAL a n d

5

TEMPLE.

STS.,

W H IT N E Y
PORTLAND

MAINE

FRIENDSHIP

^Illlli:illllll!ll!!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllilllini!llllllllllllllllllllllllll!l!lh

I MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO. !
TILLSON W HARF, ROCKLAND

g

Telephone 547— 944
Daily schedules serving Penobscot Bay points
through to Bar Harbor, connecting with Bos
ton-Maine, Pan American Airways planes for
Boston, Portland, Bangor, Calais, St. John and
Halifax.
103-tf

Reservations may be made for all points

17 O D A Y ’S A d v e rtisin g

w ill bring

Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Putnam and
family returned Friday to West NewI ton.
Mr. and Mrs Waiter E. Barnes and
family have closed their cottage at
Martin's Point and returned to WelI lesley Hills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and
■Miss Elizabeth Winchenpaw of
Friendship and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Wallace and Miss Dorothy Wallace of
Thomaston attended the radio show
in Portland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs L. H. Solon left F ri
day for New York after spending the
summer on Long Is’and.
E. W. Haviland and Kenneth
Haviland returned Monday to Port
Deposit. N. C.
Mrs. James Spear and Miss Alice
Broas closed their cottage at Davis
Point Monday and returned to Chevy
Chase. Md.
Mrs. Kenneth K. Stowell and
] daughters Barbara and Elizabeth rei turned to Bronxville, N. Y., Sundaynight
Mrs. Byron Thompson substituted in
the postoffice Saturday during the ab
sence of Postmaster Winchenpaw.
Mrs. Alice Kalloch of Rockland
visited Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland
over the weekend.
Theodore Osier of New Harbor re
cently visited his grandparents, Capt.
and Mrs. Josiah Poalnd.
Mrs. William H. Hahn and Mrs.
Donald Knapp attended the Maine
White House Conference on Child
Health and Protection, sponsored by
j Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner, in Augusta
J last Friday.
Miss Janice Simmons is convalesc
ing favorably at the State Street
Hospital after a recent serious oper| ation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Logan and
Miss Constance Logan motored here
from Worcester Saturday, returning
Sunday. They were accompanied on
the return trip by Miss Alice Logan
and Mrs. Kelly Vaughn who have
Jspent the season here.
Mrs. Genie Potter has returned to
Ansonia, Conn., after spending the
j summer with relatives in town.
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder, Miss Eliza
beth Leavens and Richard Wilder re
turned Saturday to Gardner, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard D. Pitcher of
Hollywood, Calif ., visited Mr. and Mrs.
i Ellis Lawry over the weekend.
Miss Alma Johnson has returned
to her duties at the State Street Hosj pital, Portland, after visiting Dr. and
: Mrs. Hahn, also friends in New Jersey.
Knox Armstrong, son of Mr. and
}Mrs. F. Douglas Armstrong, who is
, a victim of infantile paralysis at his
home in Waban, Mass., is progress
ing favorably, according to latest re
ports.

CRIEHAVEN

T O M O R R O W 'S Sales
Give your advertising the added interest and
attention creating power supplied by the

MEYER BOTH ILLUSTRATIONS
. . . and the selling force of

MEYER BOTH COPY HELPS

Miss Elsie Salminen of West Rock
port is staying with Mr. and Mrs. L.
A. Wilson at Hillside Farm for a
i few weeks.
School began Sept. 14 with Miss
Evelyn Gray of Dark Harbor, teacher.
Mrs. Philip Hupper has returned
from Friendship with her infant son
Carrol Alton.
Guy Simpson was in Camden and
! Rockland last week returning Tues
day.
Alice Tupper returned bv airplane
Monday from a weekend visit in
Rockland.
•
Depression is a detour Into the bythat should teach a lot of peo
ple how the other half live.—PhllaIdelphia Inquirer.

i ways
: : FREE : :
September Issue of Meyer Both
Advertising Service Ready for
Your Free Use Now.

THE COURIER - GAZETTE

M akes Y ou Look
So Fresh, Young

His Best Clothes
Were Stolen

Trip-a^Day

By ROSE M EREDITH

IM BLAKEHAM. the most impor

tant of all the cowboys at Red
JGulf
ranch, was getting ready for
the dance at the Gulf schoolhouse.
“l'ou look like a blue-eyed
baby,” offered Frank Perks.
“I am,” retorted Jim shortly.
“How about the new school
teacher—we can’t all dance with
her?”
“Why try it, then?” was Jim ’s re
ply.
Changes At Stratford-On-Avon
"If you'd stay home once—only
once, and give some of us other
The old appearance oi Shake
fellers a chance,” complained an speare’s town can hardly be changed
other young man mournfully.
ana no one would suggest any, but of
“Try to keep me at home,” sug late Americans will note that Eng
gested Jim gayly. And it was that land is doing all it can to preserve
remark that started the thing. One its historic past on this hallowed
by one his companions left the spot. The old Manor House at
table and hurried to the bunkhouse. Wilmcote, close by, where Mary
By the time Jim Blakeham Arden, Shakespeare’s mother lived, is
reached his owe room the bunk- now being restored so that its 500
house was empty and his compan years may the better be kept. It be
ions were riding off the range in came a row of laborer's cottages, but
one swift-moving body.
“Wonder what the hurry Is?" now the black and white Elizabethan
muttered Jim pulling off his clothes, timbering will again be seen. In a
and five minutes later, after a care similar revival, Welcombe, a large
ful search of the place, he under and beautiful historic home near
Stratford has been bought by the
stood.
His best clothes had completely railway cbmpany as a guest house
disappeared. If he went to the for tourists. The land was once in
dance In the schoolhouse. It would part owned by Shakespeare and will
have to be in a suit of khaki, clean be thought more of on that account.
and cool—but working clothes.
Jim Blakeham was not angry—
WALDOBORO
he knew it was a mischievous trick
they had played upon him.
But
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of
they couldn’t keep him home that South Berwick have been visiting
way—he cared too much about go Mrs. Ida Miller.
ing to see the new school teacher
Prof. Allen R. Benner, who passed
for she bore the same name as a the summer here and at his island
girl he used to know—Millie Gray camp has returned to Andover,
If this was his Millie Gray, per Mass.
haps he would discover from her
Mrs. Cora Nash is making a visit
own lips why she had never an
swered the important letter he had with her daughter Mrs. Chester
Peterson in Brockton, Mass.
written to her.
Stuart C. Hemingway of Syracuse.
If it was his Millie Gray, she
wouldn't care about his clothes He N. Y.. is with his family at their
got Into them, glad that the khaki summer home. Riverside Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston have
was clean and that he had a new
been in Portland and Boothbay H ar
black tie.
All the windows In the school- bor.
Tire total enrollment at the Wal
house were wide open when Jim
arrived, and the sound of fiddles, doboro High School is 122. an increase
and the thump of dancing feet, was of seven over last year. The senior
exhilarating. Outside, In the moon high registers 90 and junior high 32.
Miss Rose Flagg, who has been at
light, many couples strolled under
the cottonwoods, so when Jim bent Dr. J. W. Sanborn's the past year,
his head to enter the schoolhouse is passing her vacation in Massachu
door, his appearance was an event. setts.
Friends of Mrs. Earle Spear are
The voices of his friends greeted
him. and some one started a little pleased to learn that she is recov
applause. Jim bowed gracefully, ering successfully from a surgical
and the whole thing was getting operation a t Knox Hospital.
New telephones have been in
along splendidly, when some one ex
claimed :
stalled in the residences of W. I.
"Look at the school ma’am—she’s Soule and F. K. Trowbridge.
fainting!"
Miss Ruth Hemingway and H ar
Jim Blakeham saw big Dick For vey Hemingway of Auburn, N. Y.,
est awkwardly supporting a very are guests a t Riverside Farm.
small figure—there was a cloud of
Capt. Willard Wade has been a t
rich red hair tumbling over her home from Brooklyn.
shoulder.
Miss Mary Chipman of Plandome,
“It’s Millie—my Millie!" thought , N. Y., is a guest of Miss Barbara
EL?
h.t puJ hed J 1’ way forward. Cobney at The Meadows.
but by the time he reached Dick
annual meeting of the BrookForest, the girl had been borne land Cemetery Association was held
away by ministering women.
at Carroll T. Cooney's Friday eveThe next morning all the men | ni
officers elected were C. T.
D n t rrushing
n e b i n o off In
o v ’ o rhl
°
_
went
to oa Ir»r»<v
long dday’s
Cooney, president: Millard Wade,
Ing, quite forgetting about the new vice president: Merle S. Castner,
school teacher. Jim Rlakeman him secretary and treasurer; R. S.
self was the only one who actually Cooney, M. F. Wade, G. W. Simmons
had her In mind that morning as and J. T. Gay, trustees.
he rode toward Red Gulch post of
fice. He had made up his mind that
EAST UNION
If Millie Gray appeared cold and
Indifferent, he would not be the one
Fred Spear is building a cottage on
to try to arouse her Interest.
Dreaming thus as his white pony the shore of Crawford Pond.
ambled along the trail, Jim sudMrs Jennie Payson and Mrs. Mar
denly heard a horse's hoofs, and garet Bowley and children of South
then, turning, saw the girl of his Hope motored Saturday to Bucksport
heart riding close behind him. She where they visited their aunt Mrs.
did not glance up at his face at Phosa Heath.
first It was only when he whirled
Clarence Gould, Mrs. Lou Ingra
his pony ont of the trail and gave ham, Mrs. Maud Gould of Portland
her a free passage that she looked and Mrs. Kate Gould of South Union
up gratefully.
"Oh, thank you—I was Just a bit were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
afraid of an Indian I met yonder— Ray Gould.
Several from this place went to see
why, Jim—Jim Blakeham ! Is It
really you?” She radiated with de the Trumbull Players at Union town
light, and Jim rode up to her, hat hall Saturday evening.
In hand.
Mrs. Carolyn McIntosh of Rock
“I didn’t believe you'd remember land, accompanied by her aunt Mrs.
Cora (Littlehalei Halstrick of Bos
me, Millie,” he said, contentedly.
“Remember yon? How ridicu ton were recent visitors at this place
lous 1" She blushed warmly, hut her it being Mrs. Halstrick’s old home
blue eyes were dancing with pure town.*
Miss Elizabeth Anderson of Criedelight "Just Imagine, seeing you
haven is with Mrs. May Robbins for
here !"
an indefinite time. She will attend
"Imagine meeting the only girl I
High School.
ever loved out here In my loneli Union
Mrs. Robertson of Rose-Anne Lodge
ness," muttered Jim In a low, tense was called to Boston last week owing
tone.
to the illness and death of her
For a moment the girl stared at brother.
him unbelievingly, then the loveli
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hastings of
est look came into her eyes, and she Searsmont were at the-home of Ern
smiled happily. “Oh, Jim Blake est Brown a few days last week.
ham, do you really mean that?" she
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Lothrop after
whispered softly.
several weeks visit with his sister Mrs.
“Ah. Millie Gray, Millie Gray, my Rebecca Davis have returned to
heart has ached for you ever since Hartford.
I left Leadenvllle—I mailed you a
Several from this place attended
letter, and you never answered It, the banquet of the Blueberry Associa
and so, I Just pulled stakes and tion held at West Rockport Friday
came out here—is it true—that you night and all report a fine time,
care?" He was holding her hands
Charles Huntley recently lost one
now, and his hungry eyes asked of his pair of horses.
questions.
Millie hung her head. Presently
The Department of Agriculture is
she nodded gently, and added so planning experiments in crossing
that only his ear heard In that vast hardy A frik an d er cattle from
prairie. “Would I be here today. southern Africa with native beef
Jim, If I did not? Last spring 1 breeds, hoping to develop a breed
read in the paper something about that can endure drouth and heat.
you and the ranch here—and that
night I applied for the office of
school teacher! I never received
your letter—and last night when I
saw you—I fainted!"
“Surely It Is quite all right now,
sweetheart?” asked Jim as he took
her Into his arms.

Tales-

((S). by M cC lure N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a t e )
( W N U S e r v ic e .)

Foolish Youth
“Darling,” he murmured, happily,
“you are the only girl I ever
kissed.”
“I believe you,” sighed the girl.
He kissed her again,
“And yon are the only girl who
believed what I sa.v,” went on the
foolish fellow, absent-mindedly.
Air Minded
Human minds are like para
chutes, says Lord Dewar. They only
function when they are open.—
American Magazine.

MELLO-GLO, the new face powder,
Loosely fitted long sleeves are most
will keep your skin from exposure and
preserve its youth. The new French becoming on fleshy arms. If open at
process by which it is made makes it the wrists they are graceful and com
stay on longer, spread smoother, and fortable. To make the arm seem longer
; will not clog the pores. Its special and more slender, use bound slashes,
tint Is youthful. No flakiness or irri- lengthwise bands of material, rows of
[ tation with MELLO-GLO. Try this buttons, etc. Sleeves gathered into a
j new wonderful face powder. Corner j tight cuff with a puffed effect should
Drug Store and all other good stores, be avoided by the stout woman.

Mr. Fiefield Saved
From Constipation

“ Though about 78 years old I
always remember Dr. True’s
Elixir and the good it did me. I
tell everyone about a severe
6ickness which befell me 30
years ago. I paid lots of money
for advice — did everything.
Could n ot leave m y bed. I took
first one bottle of

Dr.TruesElixir
The True Family Laxative
then another,and in a few days
I was able to commence work.
I am now 78, never have consti
pation troubles for I take Dr.
True’s Elixir.”— J. J. Fiefield,
Yarmouthville, Me.
Fam ily size $1.20; o th er sizes 60c f t 60c.

A favorite since 1851

S i

✓

W o rld S lo w to Im p rove
o n F irst L o co m o tiv es
The first steam locomotive is
credited to a Welshman, Trevethlck, 1804. He and his partner,
Vivian, under a patent dating 1802,
ran a steam engine in south Wales,
Merthyr Tidvll. The world was
still far from understanding what
It had. In 1812 Blenklnsop's loco
motive drew 83 coal cars at the
rate of something under four miles
per hour, at Leeds. In 1815 George
Stephenson built his locomotive.
The railroad had at last been made
a practical le possibility. It took a
long time.
The word "engine" Is one of the
most striking instances of how
use may twist the meaning of an
old word, and establish a new and
permanent meaning, obliterating
the old. “Engine” now commonly
means locomotive. It Is from the
Greek "gigaere, to beget," and the
Latin “lngenlum.” Down to the
Eighteenth century It meant, In
English, wit or talent. Chaucer:
“If man hath sapiences thre,
memorie, engin, and Intellect also.”
From this It came to mean dispo
sition or temper: It was sometimes
used In the sense of skill In de
bate and argument, and occasion
ally trickery, deceit. Thence It
grew to mean the product of in
genuity—hence, any contrivance or
device. So to machine, tool, etc.
The original “engine" was for war
or torture.
E x c e lle n t R eason* W h y
N a m e C h a n g e W a s D e n ie d
Whether or not our Israelite
brethren Inherited the habit of
changing their names from old Fa
ther Abraham, is a question. How
ever, ever since the Lord changed
Abraham's cognominal signature,
they appear to have taken up with
the idea and gone in for alterations.
If there be any Justice in this
“What’s in a name?" why not give
it a whirl? They whirl!
Recently, recounts the Business
Week, one Louis Goldstein who
sells things In Brooklyn, N. Y„ de
cided that a change in name might
be a commercial coup de maitre, be
sides being a boost to the little
Goldsteins. Accordingly he peti
tioned a judge to alter his name
to "Golding.” In time came the
decision and Louis read that, aside
from Goldstein being simple and
easy to pronounce, numbers of
Goldsteins had achieved success In
commerce, Industry and the profes
sions. Furthermore, he read, there
were probably more good nativeborn Americans named “Goldstein”
than “Golding” and that the peti
tion was “denied.” Louis sighed,
glanced at the signature—and al
most collapsed.
It was signed by Justice Louis
Goldstein.—Pathfinder Magazine.
“Wesping” Mulberry Tree

A tree that has been gaining
much in popular favor among the
suburbanites In recent years is the
graceful weeping mulberry tree.
This plant, native of temperate and
warm climates, achieves a height
of 8 or 10 feet. It has long, curl
ing branches, which point in the di
rection of the ground. When the
tree Is in blossom, the tree conse
quently gives the effect of "weep
ing.”
This tree, of which there are 100
varieties, is not hardy in the United
States as far north as New York
and is seldom seen in this coun
try except in the South and in Cali
fornia, where some of the more im
proved varieties are now grown suc
cessfully.
Seat of Knowledge

Some of the geysers in Yellow
stone National Park are irregular
In their eruptions, and tourists are
lucky who see some of the most
spectacular in play. One of these
is the Bee Hive geyser, with small
crater, but eruptions that shoot two
hundred feet Into the air.
"Gan you tell me the best way
to find out when the Bee Hive is
going to play?” asked a young lady
of an old-timer in the hills.
"Yes’m. Just go over and sit on
it, and when you feel the hot wa
ter tryln’ to get out you’ll sure
know it's ready to play.”
Yeats Sat Hit Hair Afire

I recall Katherine Mansfield's
story about Yeats, who had dreamed
his head was circled with a flam
ing sun, went to sleep and dreamed
of a woman whose hair was afire,
woke up, lighted a candle, and by
and by discovered “by the odor"
that he set his own hair ablaze. *1
think it’s wondrous a p t I t’s Just
as far as he and his crew can get
to set thqlr hair afire—to set their
lank forlorn locks a-frlzzle. God
knows there’s nothing else about
them that a cartload of sparks
could put a light to."—William Ger
hardt in the Saturday Review.
“A Man Mutt Live”

The famous question and answer,
“Sir, a man must live"—"Sir, I do
not see the necessity of it,” are at
tributed to various celebrities. Vol
taire quoted them in 1776. But they
go back at least to Tertullian (150230 A. D .): “The ordinary objec
tion la, of course, raised, 'I have not
the wherewithal to live.' To this
It may be somewhat sharply re
torted, ‘Is there any reason why
you should live?"'—From “Who
Said That?”
Informal Greeting

Recently I attended a movie with
my wife, who stood at one end In
the lobty while I bought the tick
et*. Being in a hurry and having
quite a lot of change to put Into
iny pocket I rushed up to "my wife”
and exclaimed, “Here, hon, shake
a leg and help me out.”
Hearing a giggle I looked and
saw that “my wife" was a strange
woman. Needless to say I was In
a greater hurry than before.—Olilcago Tribune.
This country has other troubles,
but we don’t have to lie in bed
dreading the time when a morator
ium alarm clock will go off.—Ar
kansas Gazette.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You 3an buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 >,i Con
gress St.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
h o r iz o n t a l
9-N otary Public
35- Device for dispers
1-A Turk
(abbr.)
ing radiation by
6-A variety of quartz
10- Feminine name
refraction
11- Starch (Bot.)
11- Earllest
36- Girl's name
12- H arvested
13-Sm all depressions
38- English college
14- Pronoun
16-P ieces of parchment
39- lncite
15- P ertaining to
19-Drinking in sm all
40- Progress
Cadmus
quantities
42-Drunkard
17- Musical note
21-Sm all triangular
j43-Egypt (abbr.)
pieces of cloth
18- Rlghts (^bbr.)
44-Term at school
fitted In a garm ent
( 46-Pronoun
20- Legal claim s on
47-Liquid compound of 23-The numbers
property, as
between 12 and 20
the paraffin group
security for debt j
49-One who eats away 25— To waken abruptly
21- An army officer
,27-Term inate
little by little
(abbr.)
28- King (Fr.)
51- Javelins
22- Slash
29—To lose blood
52- Desplsed
24- Suffix denoting a
31-H avlng limbs
morbid growth
33- Lodged
VERTICAL
25- A coating on iron
34- Penetrate
caused by
36- A recess at the end
•xid ation
of a church (pi.)
1- Gossip
26- lndian house
37- Call of a horse
2- Arab (abbr.)
28- Fem inine name
40- Dispatched
3- Neuralgia of the
(poss. case)
41- Lady (Sp.)
face
44- Sardinia (abbr.)
!
29- E xcessively sparing 4 - Analysis (abbr.)
45- Boy's name
in the use of
5 - ^ ir e le s s
* money
(short)
6- Restraining bands
48-Court of Appeal
(anat.)
30- S igh tless
j
(abbr.)
7 - Grassy meadows
32-R iver in S. E.
I
50-Pronoun
8- Man's name
France
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
■H„|, H - H - l- l 1111 I H 1-1 !■H - H -F

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD.
By NELLIE MAXWELL
11111 h -h 11 i i i i r-i- i i r i ■i-i -f*
As p la n ts convert the m in
erals in to food for anim als, so j*
each m an converts some raw
m aterial In nature to hum an
use.
E ach man is by secret *
liking connected w ith some
d istric t of nature, w hose a g en t ‘
and in te rp re te r he is: as Lin
naeus of plants, H uber of bees,
Van Mons of pears, and Dalton
of atom ic forms.—Em erson.

V IN A L H A V E N A N D
ROCKLAND
ST EA M B O A T CO.

SUMMER FOODS
MOST tasty sandwich to serve

with tea or with a luncheon
Asoup
is prepared by cutting fresh

BOATS
Between
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, (

bread Into the thinnest possible
slices. Spread with creamed but
Swan's Island
ter and roll and fasten with tooth
picks. Ju st before serving put into
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
a hot oven and bake until u deli*
JULY 1
cate brown.
Subject to Change Without Notice
Brown bread, cream cheese and
Eastern Standard Time
freshly minced mint leaves make
most tasty sandwiches. If the * DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
bread is steamed in pound baking
VINALHAVEN LINE
powder cans the slices will he’
leaves Vinalhaven dally ex.
neat and round. Soften »he cheese.,, Steamer
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and l.oo-p. M.
with cream to the consistency for Arrivlng at Rockland at 820 A. M. and
spreading. Season with salt, pa 2 20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland at
A. M. and 3 30 P M. direct for Vlnalprika, a pinch of sugar and a ta 9.30
ha'.en. arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
blespoonful of finely minced mint P. M.
leaves. Butter the bread and use STONINGTON ft SWAN'S ISLAND
as filling.
LINE
Epicurean Mint Sauce.—Heat half
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally exa cupful of vinegar, dilute if very; >pt Sundays at 6.00 A. M . Stonington
sharp, add one-eighth teaspoonful. 6.55. North Haven 7.50: due at Rockland
.
.o i. aand
n a im
ir near
alf aa eon.
9.002.oo
A. M.
Of salt
pour
over hhalf
cup- -shout
lBnd Bt
P. Returning,
M.; North leaves
HavenBock*
3.00,
ful of finely chopped m int; let Stonington at 4.00: due to arrive at
about 5.00 P. M.
steep for ten minutes, then add 6wan's B.Island
H. STINSON, General Agent.
three tablespoonful a of dark honey r
» -U
mix thoroughly and serve. Use
brown sugar if you cannot get the
honey, however the flavor is not
as good.
Coffee lee Cream.—Put t\vo cup
fuls of milk, one-fourth etfpful of
ground coffee, one-third of a cup
ful of sugar in the top of a double
boiler. When scalded pour over the
Dispose of your Fowl and Chickens
yolks of two eggs lightly beaten
now for the Jewish holidays and
and mixed with one-eighth tea
receive Highest Prices,
spoonful of salt and two-third* of
a cupful of sugar. Return to the
Call or write
double boiler, stir and cook until
a coating is formed on the spoon.
CO H EN BROS.
Remove from the fire, let stand un
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
til cool, strain through a double
And a Truck Will Call
cheesecloth, add one cupful of
106-tf
heavy Cream and freeze. Put Into
baking powder cans when it Is
frozen, cover with buttered paper
and cover. Pack in four parts of
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
ice and one part salt until required.
Serve cut Into slices covered with j matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
apricot puree, garnish with whipped I lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
cream and sprinkle with chopped I when
pecans.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

((c). 1931. W e ste r n N e w s p a p e r U n io n .)

M ETHYL BALM

will bring almost instant relief?
Elderly people should eat plenty o f 1 A scientifically compounded ex
fruit and vegetables. Fruit juice or ternal application that should be
pulp or strained vegetables may be in every home. Sold only at
given if preferable. Foods to eat spar
ingly are rich sauces, cakes and pud
Johnston’s Drug Store
dings, pastries, and fried foods. Hot 73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
rather th an cold food Is especially Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
needed in chilly weather to keep
75 cents
the body comfortably warm. Smaller
02-tf
amounts of food, however, are needed
as people get older. In many ways
the diet for the elderly is like that
for children during the first five years. ’
It consists of milk, eggs, fruit juices,1
cooked cereals and cereal puddings.'
and strained vegetables. Simple meals '
served at frequent intervals are best.
The chief difference is that the em-1
phasls is no longer on building ma MOTOR ANBUtANCf
terials as in childhood. Old people Since 1860 this firm has faithfully
may depend on hot stimulating foods j served the families of Knox County
like tea and coffee that are not al- ,
LADY ATTENDANT
lowed to children.
Day Tel. 450
781-1
Scouting trips with airplanes show
B U R P E E ’S
that spores of certain plant diseases
ROCKLAND, ME.
sometimes travel through the air
10,000 feet above the earth.

HJHtHALSM VICI

►embalminoI

Every-Other-Day
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by which the grotesque apparatus is
lowered. The great feature, however,
lies in the fact that If the telephone
Rockland Man Is Salvage or'
lifting line becomes entangled,
the diver can cast both of these off
Master of Concern Mov and
rocket to the surface by means of
pressure set up by releasing helium
ing To Portland
from storage tanks beneath. This
The International Chartering and suit has been tested at 900 feet and
Shipping Company, with headquar- . found practical at 500. An Italian
ters in Boston, will locate shortly in company salvaged $5,000,000 in gold
Portland, according to a statement from the liner Egypt off the coast of
made by Leo C. Pyne, president and France sunk in over 400 feet of water
general manager of the company. by using this type of diving equip
ment. An English company, suc
The company employs 100 men.
Capt. Osgood A. Gilbert, a former cessfully salvaged the steamer LauMaine man, is salvage master of the rentic sunk in over 300 feet of water
organization. A native of South off the coast of Ireland.
The ocean floor, the last unexBristol he later moved to Rockland
where his father was a sea captain. Dlored spot in the civilized world,
The elder Gilbert took him to sea at harbors millions in gold and silver,
an early age, and young Gilbert re lead, copper and coal from the count
ceived his master's ticket at the age less ships that have gone down since
of 20. For the past 10 years he has the Norsemen ventured out on the
confined his activities to salvaging, awesome expanses of the deep. Ac
and he has raised and floated 117 cording to Mr. Pyne, there are 592
vessels successfully, many of which vessels alone lying on the bottom
were given up as total losses by un near Cape Cod, all of the positions
of these vessels being marked by the
derwriters.
After much study the officials 'of United States Geodetic Survey.
the company chose Portland for its Many of these vessels are to be had
headquarters because of the excellent for the taking, whereas others may be
harbor facilities and resultant econo purchased cheaply from underwriters
my in operation of the company. Ai who have given them up as total
a result they plan to move here losses. The salvager eambles when
in the late fall or early winter, as he purchases such hulks, but if his
soon as arrangements are completed raising operations are successful, he
for the location. Apart from eight is more than repaid when the sal
vessels owned bv the company, con vaged cargo is sold.
According to Mr. Pyne. the com
sisting of a large twin-screwed light
er, a smaller lighter, three barges, a pany will attemnt to salvage coal300-4on auxiliary sailing ship and la d ti barges first and then will a t
two tugs, some $75,000 worth of tempt to salvage a ship with some
$200,070 in steel and lead bullets in
equipment will be moved here.
her holds, together with 4000 fire ex
♦♦♦♦
tinguishers which can be sold for $2
Upon locating in Portland the com each and about 30 undercarriages
pany plans coal salvaging operations for railway cars which can be sold
on some 40 barges sunk in Long for funk. Mr. Pyne feels, th at with
Island Pound, N. Y„ removal of the the invention of this new diving suit
coal being effected by means of huge and the fact that television is b»ing
eight-inch suction pumps which utilized to tome extent as an aid in
carries to the surface both coal and salvage ope-atlons. ' that many of
water, at the rate of 400 tons, every these h ith e rti inaccessible treasure
six hours.
hoards may be salvaged.
Due to the invention of a new div
ing suit which may be used at depths
of 500 feet, some seven ships lying off
The company's officers include Mr.
Nantucket, with cargoes of gold val Pyne, president and general m ana
ued at huge sums, are now within ger: J. j. Mullaney, vice president
reach, divers attaining a depth of but and business manager and Captain
175 feet heretofore. Already one of Gilbert, salvage manager. Captain
these suits costing $7500 lias been Gilbert will arrive in Portland this
ordered from Neufeldt and Kuhnke week to look over possible locations
of Kiel. Germany, and will be used for the company.
by the companv in the Spring.
Among the many vessels which
The new diving suit eliminates the have been salvaged by Captain Gil
air hose and uses helium for air bert since he first started operations
purification from storage cylinders, are included many which received
when beneath the surface. The only Nation-wide notice at the time of
contact the diver has with the sal their sinking. Recently Captain Gil
vage ship above, is by means of a bert cleared up the sensational mys
telephone and by means of the line tery of the 35-foot auxiliary sloop Sea
Fox, which disappeared off Long
Island Sound. May 23, with a party
of prominent New Yorkers, whose
bodies were afterwards washed to
shore, by raising the ill-fated craft
off G reat Captains Island near
Greenwich, after several attempts.
Other steamships and vessels
raised by the former Maine man all
of which were given up as losses, In
cluded the bark Fredericker Shepp
which was floated off the sea-side of
Nantucket Island after having gone
ashore loaded with soft coal in a
severe northeastern gale, the only
vessel ever floated from this island
after having been filled with water
and sunk; the four masted schooner
Cassie Bronson, floated off Cape
Fear Bay in eight days, after a num 
ber of wrecking companies had given
her up as impossible to float; the
three-masted
schooner
Fortuna,
floated from a level island near Bos
ton in 21 hours, after being given up
by an insurance company as impos
sible to float: the schooner Alice P.
Turner, loaded with salt and ashore
off Long Island, N. Y.; the schooner
Ralph M. Haywood, floated in one
day after an insurance companv called
It a total loss off Cape Henry, Va.. the
steamship Lansing, floated in 24
hours off Nantucket Shoals after be
ing given up by large wrecking com
pany; the Selyn Eddy. 4000-ton iron
steamship, now one of the fastest
ships in the coal carrying trade,
which was floated after going ashore
in a thick snowstorm near Tarpolin
Cove on the Massachusetts coast and
given up as impossible to float; and
the steamship Anthony O'Boyle, 5000ton iron ship ashore on Nashon
Island which was floated after sal
vaging 16,000 tons of coal. The boat
valued a t one-half million, was taken
to Boston and repaired.

RAISED MANY SHIPS

NEW
LOW
PRICES
ON

FRIGIDAIRE

On the bottom of the sea, entirely
inaccessible to man, reposes the
bones of countless ships, but the mys
teries of the depths are slowly being
unfolded as man's ingenuity su r
passes each previous attempt at perlecting equipment to reach these
depths. Over 40 coal barges, each
with 500 to 1000 tons of coal in them,
lie off the eastern end of Long
Island Sound; off the eastern end of
Block Island, a large steamship lies
with 4500 tons of coal; another ship
Come ia and see how easily of 8000 tons lies off Watch Hill Reef
with a full cargo of material not in
you can buy Frigidaire at the jured by water; off Lebska Light,
Vineyard Sound another ship reposes
the ocean floor with cargo valued
new low prices now in effect. on
at $200,000: near her Is a schooner
with a valuable cargo of whisky and
Reductions have been made champagne
worth $100,000, not a rum
but a legitimate carrier of
throughout the entire line—on ship
foreign registry, beaten off her
Around Vineyard Sound
every model from the smallest course.
there are about 50 vessels, barges,
and schooners of all tyj^s.
to the largest. Never before steamships
mostly loaded with cargoes not dam 
aged by being submerged in water,
have we offered such value! one of which has 1000 tons of copper
wire in her holds, valued at $155,000.
•
No one pretends to own these ships
they are there for the taking but
Prices on Frigidaire equipment and
Neptune has ruled supreme ever
for commercial uses have
since the creation of his vast demesne
and probably will do so for many
also been reduced.
vears to come until man's present
feeble efforts develop to such an ex
tent th a t he can find the means to
wrest this fabulous treasure from the
ocean bottom.—Charles W. Weaver in
Portland Sunday Telegram.

F R IG ID A IR E

GUARANTEED FOR 3 VEARS
A 6ENERAI HflTORS VALUE

IF -

you are thoroughly dissatisfied, and
50.7 Main Street,
Rockland discouraged with different prepara
tions th a t you have used for, Indiges
Tel. Rockland 967—Camden 2007
tion, Sour Stomach, Bloating, Gas on
Damariscotta 105-4
the Stomach, Heartburn and general
Associate Dealers—
Gorden & l.ovcjoy. Union, Maine
Stomach Misery, go to your neighbor
A. T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
hood druggist and get a bottle of
C. E. Marriner, Camden, Maine
Priest Indigestion Powder, price 50c,
Ernest Rawley. Tenant’s Harbor
Stahl's Radio Shop, Waldoboro, Maine
$1.00, $1.50. Priest Regulators, the
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills, Me. ideal tonic laxative for chronic con
IL L. Rossa Stores, Friendship, Maine
stipation, price 25c and 75c.
S. F. Prentice, Bristol Mills. Maine
LIME CITY SALES, Inc.

Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Malae

Ter mjwill be arranged to auit the purchaser

OW L'S HEAD
Mrs. Della Johnson of Boston and
Mrs Lucy Luce of Alliance, Ohio, who
have been passing the summer in
Lincolnville, and Mrs. George Arey
of Boston called on friertds here Fri
day.
Frank Emery of Portland is in town
for a few days.
Paul Merriam and Edna Ross left
Thursday for Orono to enter the Uni
versity of Maine.
Donald Merriam left Monday for
Cambridge. Mass., where he enters
Harvard College as a graduate stu
dent.
Many of the summer people have
left and others are going soon. With
the decrease in travel it is realized
that the summer is over, but yet to
come are the glorious fall days before
winter sets in.
Considerable repair work is being
done at the Lighthouse, including a
new boat slip, sun porch and other
work.
Chester Philbrook has bought the
Lester Snow property and will occupy
it the first of the month.
Mrs. Oscar Johnson’s mother Mrs.
Look had an ill turn Saturday, but is
improving.
Dr. Robert Emery of Winchester,
Mass., and Clifton Speed spent the
weekend at Rose Hill farm.
It is expected before the year is
up, some one will have invented a
bridge-bidding system that tells part
ner your business phone number and
your wife’s maiden name.—Detroit
News.

fam ed
hill- climb
re c o rd

falls
Before
-free-wheelina.

Studebaker

No less than 37 famous hill
and mountain-climb records
have fallen before the Stude
baker President Eight.
Pikes Peak, Uniontown
Hill, Lookout Mountain, Mt.
B aldy, Signal M ountain,
head the list. The 100 per
cent] stock status of the car
is certified by American Auto
mobile Association officials,
who p ersonally checked,
sealed and timed this Stude
baker Champion.
Studebaker proves per
fo r m a n c e b y d e e d s , n o t
words. Studebaker’s official
A. A. A. record of 30,000
m ile s in 2 6 ,3 2 6 m in u te s
stands unapproached after
three [years. Wouldn’t you
rather drive a Champion?
Try it and seel

L IG H T S ►TBRy UWALTER
M BU LL
oZ N E W Y O R K
The child of today Is born Into
a world of wonders. His mother
reaches for the telephone as he Lies
cradled In her arm. His first view
through the window shows him
endless lines of automobiles and
trucks. As he lies In his perambu
lator, he looks up to see a sky full
of ships. Yet Ray Long and I,
In discussing this matter the oth
er evening, decided that there are
certain things the child of today
will never know, things vanished
forever, as the color of the past
fades and Is lost in the dusk of
time. There was, for example, the
four-inch collar. Once a beau of
those dear, dead days beyond re
call got his neck encased In one of
those collars, he never saw his feet
again until he took It off. It passed
closely below the ears and elevat
ed the chin to an extent that. If
he wished to look meaningly Into
a pair of feminine eyes, the owner
of the collar had to bend from the
waist, unless the girl was a giant
ess. The ordinary type of this ar
ticle was made from a single turn
over collar, which went up and
come down again. It would have
pained the alert advertising man of
today to see all that blank space
wasted.
• • •
Then there were the round, re
versible cuffs. These somewhat re
sembled small sections of linen
pipe. The lower end was fastened
by large cuff buttons, sometimes
cameos; sometimes agate. Glass
buttons with a fish swimming in
them were considered sm art The
ultra fashionable had a tie pin to
match the buttons. If the cuffs be
came soiled, the wearer merely re
tired for a moment and switched
ends. To be able to shoot these
cuffs so that Just the proper mar
gin showed below the coat sleeve
was the hall-mark of the cosmo
polite.
• • •
Then there were the neckties, or
cravats. Aside from the black
string ties worn by certain of the
older statesmen, there was a peri
od In the history of the country
when it seems probable that there
were not half a dozen untied neck
ornaments in the land. The bow
ties either hitched on to the ireat
collar button with a wire loop, or
fastened at the back of the neck
with a hook and eye. In the case
of the long tie, the neckpiece was
led around the collar and then the
end of It was inserted into a sort
of slot and the tie pulled into po
sition. It was held there by a pin,
fastened on the under side. When
the untied Ascot and four-ln-hand
were invented, learning to tie them
properly was, to seek a simile of
today, equivalent to learning to fly.
Women were the first to become ex
perts at tying the bow. When a
girl went so far as to get the ends
even on a young man’s tie, it was
ah almost Infallible sign that her
Interest In him was more than pla
tonic.
• • •
The boy of today knows nothing
of the thrill of corduroys, pur
chased at a gentlemen’s pants em
porium, coats and vests being sep
arate articles of merchandise. Nor
Is he cognizant of the starched
white ducks, the crease boned to
razor keenness by some Chinese
laundryman, I well remember en
trusting a best pair of white ducks
to a country washerwoman. She
dutifully starched them until they
cracked, but creased them down the
side seams, making it Impossible to
walk in them. The damage could
not be repaired In time for an im
portant date. It was a tragedy.
• • •
Any old-timer will remember the
era of the tight trousers. It was
necessary to pull them up at the
knee before sitting down. On ris
ing, It required skillful manipula
tion to get them ,to their former
level. Compared to them, a snake's
skin was as baggy as a pair of
plus fours. Then there were the
square built coats, so padded that
a short man wearing one would
have been taller If he had stood on
his shoulder.
»
• * •
I doubt whether the youngster of
the future ever will see the enam
eled shoes, with the cloth top and
buttons. I have not in years seen
one of those derby, hats with the
practically flat crown. Ray IZng
insists that there was a man In In
dianapolis who had one of these
hats with a crown so shallow that
he couldn't keep It on his bead.
He also had a watch chain with
links of the size now used for small
anchors. Girls In picture hats and
ruffles thought It a very handsome
ornament.
• • •
Yes, there are a number of things
modern youth will never krtow.
Quiet country roads are now wide
strips of concrete or macadam.
Billboards stand where tall trees
once stretched their sheltering
branches. The scent of wild flow
ers Is lost In the odor of gasoline
and oil. The horse Is vanishing,
hut you never can put the whip In
its socket, wrap the reins about it.
and trust an automobile to keep
the road.

ROCKPORT

WARREN

i
Clocks in town were set back one I
Mrs. Mary Shorten and son James hour Saturday night and Rockport is
Shortell and Albert Shorten of Man again on standard time.
chester, N. H., were in town Friday.
Police Lieut. William Tobin with .
A cup of S alad a Tea proves a fitting
Miss Beulah Starrett returned Mrs. Tobin, Billy and Marie Tobin re- !
Monday to the University of Maine. turned Monday to Beverly, Mass.,
clim ax to your meal.
Miss Starrett is a senior this year.
after a weekend visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred McFarland of Rock Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth, Ames
land was a caller a t Mrs. Percy bury Hill.
Mrs. Georgia Snow of South Thom
Moore's Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman went aston was a guest last week at the
Saturday to Bangor where they will home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier
Ronald Billings, former grammar
visit Mr. and Mrs. Harold Scott for
a time. Mr. Eastman’s health is not school principal, was guest last week
of Roland Richards, Mechanic street.
good.
During his stay the two young men
Mrs. Lina Smith was very fortu motored to Laconia, N. H„ to visit
nate in escaping serious injury Fri friends. Mr. Billings returned to
O R A N G E PEKOE a PEKOE
day afternoon.
Returning from Ellsworth Saturday and Monday en
Pleasantville where she teaches, the tered TTniver«itv of Maine to pursue
IS
“Fresh from the Gardens”
Ford coupe which she was driving a course of study.
turned over when partly up the
iviaynara Thomas is enjoying two
steep pitch on Crawford hill. She weeks' vacation from his duties in reenter Trinity College. Mr. and Mrs. tion in East Belfast. Their young
received a severe shaking up and Perry's Market, Rockland.
Thomas will visit friends in Arling sons Oliver and Gilbert will remain
several bruises.
with their grandmother, Mrs. Jennie
The Saturday Night Club was pleas ton, Mass., before returning home.
The annual freshman reception antly entertained at the home of Mrs.
The residence of Leslie C. Deane is Kaler in Rockland for a few days.
took place at Glover hall Friday eve Louise Holbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry are
being painted.
ning and the entering class of War
Minnie P. Shepherd, alighting from
The quarterly meeting of the Lin visiting friends in New Hampshire for
ren High were fully initiated. An a Rockland bound bus Saturday a ft coln Baptist Association takes place a few days.
informal dance followed.
Mr. and Mrs, Z. D. Hartshorne and
ernoon was struck by a passing auto Wednesday a t the Appleton Church.
Rev. and Mrs. Emerson Herrick mobile and knocked to the ground, An excellent program has been a r daughter Martha spent the weekend
at their camp at Swan Lake.
and two children were overnight sustaining a cut on the forehead and ranged.
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. a severe shaking up. She has since
Mr. and Mrs Cyrus H. K. Curtis
Charles Wilson.
been confined to her bed but at this left Friday on their yacht Lyndonla
Selden Robinson is now able to j writing is reported as resting more for Philadelphia after spending the
get about with the use of a cane.
summer at their cottage on Beau
j comfortably.
Miss Mabel Crawford with Mrs.
Much Interest is being manifested champ Point.
Charles Erickson and Miss Evelyn I in the benefit bridge Thursday afterMiss Ethel Stark and Miss Celia
Erickson were dinner guests Sunday ! noon at the Carleton homestead, Gomberg. artist students of the Curtis
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carroll at ! Camden road, the proceeds of which Institute of Music, who have been
East Warren.
will be added to the library building summering in town, returned Satur
Edward Crawford spent Saturday fund. Playing will begin at 2 o’clock, day to Philadephia.
with William Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear oi
daylight time.
Benjamin Harding and Maurice
Miss Geraldine Page has returned New York are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidensparker moved the Life Saver to her home after spending three William Spear, Beauchamp street.
Cabins for Benjamin Davis last weeks as guest of Mrs. Delora Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynton Lane went
SIMON K. H A R T
week. The cabins now face the new
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas and Saturday to Belfast where they will
MONUMENTS
concrete road, with a small attrac son Richard left Sunday morning by —niro their f”»ure home, Mr. Lane 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
tive hardwood grove in front.
motor for Hartford where Richard will having a position at the power sta
30Ttf
The roof for the new garage be
longing to Cogan & Drewett is being [
completed.
ROCKLAND D IV IS IO N
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould spent
the weekend with Rockland friends.
Mrs. Forrest Spear is appreciating
an electric washer recently pur
chased.
Miss Julia Libby has been spend
ing several days with Mrs. Raymond
Borneman.
Mr. and Mrs. Boynton Maxey and
Mrs. Laura Starrett were guests last I
week of Mrs. Flora Peabody at her
Crescent Beach cottage.
William Lawry has bought the
garage built by Selden Robinson and
has had it moved to a convenient
spot for accommodation of Raymond
Borneman.
Charles Dwinal, principal of War
ren High, is boarding at Mrs. Phoebe
Harmon’s.
Mr. Carter and Mr. Feyler of
Friendship are adding another story 1
to the ell of the Leslie Studley place.
Dinner guests of Rev. and Mrs.
Howard A. Welch Friday were Rev.
and Mrs. Harold Nutter and the l a t - 1
ter’s sister Miss Verna Adams of
Hallowell.
It was with real pleasure th at the [
friends and relatives of Rev. Emer
son Herrick, listened to the sermon
which he delivered from the pulpit
of the Congregational Church S u n -,
day morning. Rev. Mr. Herrick who
was ordained sometime the past |
spring, has preached four years at I
the M E. Church at New Harbor,
following two years at the Univer
sity of Maine and several summers
at a theological seminary. Charles
Wilson also favored with several
baritone solos.
W E E K OF SEPTEM BER 21st
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge
accompanied by Miss Elsie Partridge
and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cousins
motored Sunday to Farmington
where they visited Stanwood park.
Recent callers at Mrs. C. Frank
Berry’s were Rev. and Mrs. C. A.
Littlefield and son. Mrs. Georgia
Ripley, Mrs. Hope Ward and Mrs.
Marian Plummer, all of Bath.
Miss Evelyn Berry is at home for
a two weeks' vacation before return
ing to her school at Haddonfield,
N. J.
The W. W. Guild will hold a mite
P ound J L
box opening next Thursday, at the
home of Mrs. Ella Caler. A Christ
mas box to go to India will also be
packed at this time. Supper will be (
served at 5 o’clock by Mrs. Caler.
( O t NATION-WIDE

D r in k T e a

S u n s h in e
. S h eep scot
S a n d w ic h

p" <Oc

The experience this summer will
probably inspire both political parties
to Include in their platforms next
year a blistering, scathing denuncia- |
tlon of the Nebraska grasshopper.
—Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Washington.—Her husband "want
ed above all things else to possess
a harem,” Hrs. Lindsay S. Stott al
leged in a petition for divorce on
file. “One woman was not enough
for him," the petition continued,
“but, because of financial restric
tions, he was forced to get along by
developing love affairs on the out
side.”

weather.

pipes
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RED C A P
W in d o w W a s h
BLACK
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W

‘‘W h at a strange thing on the
w all!” cries Teddy. “ It seems
to carry something on its b ack!”
T eddy’s mother says it is the
creature's house and Teddy
thinks that is a great idea. If
you w ant to sec a picture of this
odd fellow, take a pencil and
join all the numbered dots to 
gether, starting,•‘with dot num 
ber one and ending with dot
num ber forty-two.
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R ockland G arage Co.
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SPAGHETTI * -

THREE

Played Stork 1540 Timei

>.,540.

Eagle Milk

JL9S

Baking Powder

Wanted a Harem

Bluefield, Va.—Dr. Oran K. Plilegar. Bluefield, who was a train dis
patcher before he practiced medi
cine, has kept account of the births
has officiated at since he has
been a physician. The number Is

■ at Dinner
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<®. 1931. B e ll S y n d ic a te. 1— W N C Service.

The phrase “springing up like a
mushroom overnight" has some
truth, since mushrooms grow at a
phenomenal rate during moist, hot
seasons. This is explained by the
fact th a t much of the tissue forms
TeL 700
before the fungus breaks through
the surface of the ground. Then the
Priest Drug Company Park & U nion Sts. Rockland fungus
tissue absorbs water quickly
98 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine
and expands very tepidly in wet
At T he Sign Of The Blue B ottle
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saxophone, Evangeline Paquin; cello,
Ralph Davis; drums, Roland Hahn;
piano, Janice Pillsbury.
Lawrence J Hamlin who has been
After nearly a year across the seas.
in the hospital at Togus for several Mrs. Helen M. Smith sails next Sat
♦
months spent the weekend with his urday from Trieste, Italy, on the S.
wife in town.
S. Vulcania. and soon after arrival
Mrs. Floyd Benner and daughter _____
in New________________
York will come to Thomaston
Lois who have been visiting Mrs and occupy her rooms at the Knox
I
Benner's mother, returned Sunday to j jjouse. The summer has been spent
Augusta.
in Italy an # Switzerland, but a card
Misses Leola and Mildred Nice of under date of Sept, 9 tells of excur
McKinley were weekend guests of sions into more unfamiliar territory.
their aunt Mrs. Austin Elwell.
Writing from Ragusa. Jugaslavia on
f
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot and the Dalmation coast she says, “This
Edward Elliot who motored Sunday ' shows only the color of the water and
•>4*-I-<•4*4*4* 4*•>4* 4*4-4*k*k*+4*4’
to Wellesley. Mass, taking Miss Bar- i sky and the height of the mountains, kbara Elliot to enter college there, re- ' We motored all day yesterday to Cot(By F. V. F.)
turned Monday bringing with them taro around the blue shores of in
Mrs. Edward Elliot and children who numerable bays of the Adriatic.
The Boston-Maine Airways service
have been visiting Mrs. Elliot’s par Then up and over mountains by zig which has connected Rockland with
zag
curves
into
Montenegro
to
its
ents in Brighton.
Boston, Portland and Bangor for the
Miss Gladys Seavey who spent the caDital, Cettinje, a very thrilling past five weeks is nearing the end of
ride.”
summer a t Christmas Cove and later
its season. The big, twin motored
• • »•
visited with friends in South Bristol
amphibians which have been stop
Clark-Keyes
and Thomaston, returned Monday to
ping here every fair day will prob
George G. Williams, who arrived ably be taken off this run after Sept.
her home in Cushing.
Mrs. Elizabeth McDonald of Port here recently on his yacht Karluk 30. the last date on the schedule an t
land is visiting Mrs. Lettie Beckett. after a three months' cruise to Labra put into service somewhere in the
Mrs. Lottie Dearn of Monhegan dor, has returned to Hartford. Conn. South.
was in town Monday for the day.
Aaron Augustin Clark, son of Mr.
A small group gathers at Tillson
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lermond of and Mrs. Luther A. Clark of this wharf each evening a little before
Camden were at Walter Currier's town and Miss Eleanor Houston 4.20 to watch the silvery, glistening
Keyes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. craft as it slants down out of the sky
Sunday.
C. A. Morse & Son have com Daniel L. Keyes of Bucksport, were onto the surface of the harbor and
menced work on another yacht, 32 united in marriage Sunday after makes up to the Maine Air Trans
feet 1 inch length over all.
noon at the home of the bride's par port float. Those who have the time j
Misses Jane Barry and Blanche ents. The rooms were prettily deco could do worse than to drop down
Henry left Monday to resume their rated with autumn leaves and flow there some evening during the com
studies at University of Maine.
ers. Rev. Ashley Smith. D. D.. pas ing week to watch the activity sur
Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs, Green street, tor of the Universalist Church of rounding arrival and departure of the
motored Monday to Searsport to visit Bangor officiated and Miss Elizabeth plane on one of these last few’ trips.
Mrs. Jacobs' mother Mrs. Lewis.
Keyes, sister of the bride and Mer
Due to the fact that the passenger
Miss Bernice Maloney is having rill Payson of Warren were the a t entrance is through a hatch in the
two weeks' vacation from the Central tendants. A reception with buffet stern of the cabin, the plane must be
Maine office. .
lunch followed the ceremony and the swung around as it comes into the
Mr. aftd Mrs. Hugh McCorkle of young couple then left immediately landing. Since the pilot cannot turn
Cape Elizabeth and children Hugh for a motor trip through the White in the narrow quarters between Till
and Margaret Elaine spent Sunday Mountains and Massachusetts. After son wharf and the Underwood fac
with Mrs. John E. Walker.
October first they will make their tory, three or four men in two boats
*• **
home in Thomaston with Mr. Clark's perform the operation. Two of them
Mrs. Emma Counce of North Anson parents.
in a punt tie up to the buoy off the
Mrs. Clark is a graduate of Ban float. As the plane reaches the East
and sister Mrs. Webb of Lowell. Mass.,
are guests of Mrs. Sarah Foster. gor High School and of the Eastern ern Steamship wharf the pilot cuts
They motored down Saturday from State Normal School at Castine, and his engines and drifts up to the punt
Portland with Mr. and Mrs. William has been a successful teacher for the where they fasten a rope to the bow
Hoffses who remained for the week past five years. Mr. Clark is a gradu so the stern swings around toward
end a t their home on Brooklyn ate of Thomaston High School with the float. Another man in a skiff
a two year post-graduate course and takes a line out from the float and
Heights.
Mrs. Fannie Egerton is in Rockland has been employed as letter carrier, fastens it to the stern of the am
for this week, after which she and but recently resigned that position to phibian which is then pulled in and
her daughter Mrs. Edward P. Ahern give all his time to the management made fast. The gangway is roped ott
will visit Mrs. George Paterson in of the Great Eastern Song Bureau. before the plane lands, to prevent any
He is prominent in local musical mishap to passengers.
Fairfield.
Miss Elizabeth McCoy will leave for circles. The many friends of the
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Chicago the latter part of the week couple extend congratulations and
All this is done under the super
after a vacation spent a t her former best wishes.
vision of the field manager Kermit
home on Wadsworth street.
White who is held responsible for the
Albert Robinson of Wadsworth
CAMDEN
planes while they are flying from
street was in an automobile acci
Portland to Rockland and from Ban
dent a t Jefferson Sunday. His car
There will be a regatta next Sun gor to Rockland. Before the north
was disabled and William Gillchrest day at Lake Megunticook and prizes
and Vertner Beckett went up after donated by the citizens, will be bound plane can leave Portland.
him, arriving home at 1 o'clock Mon awarded the winners. The proceeds White must inform the Portland field
day morning. Later Monday Mr. of the event will be given to the manager of weather conditions in
Beckett went to Jefferson to tow the Camden young man who was injured Rockland and thereupon becomes re
sponsible for the atmospheric condi
car home.
the races at Lake Pushaw about tions encountered by the Tdane un
Warrene, Peter and Betsy Bulke- in
two weeks ago. The races on Sun til it reaches Rockland. He in turn
ley returned Monday to Marblehead. day can be plainly viewed from the
must receive a weather report from
Mass , accompanied by their grand Turnpike road.
mother. Mrs Richard O. Elliot.
n
, v. . j
•„ Bangor before he can relieve himself
The Thomaston Garden Club will
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will of responsibility by allowing the pilot
to proceed on his run. If a serious
meet with Miss Margaret G. Ruggles meet Wednesday evening.
Thursday evening at 7 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean have had change in weather occurs after the
Mrs. R. O. Elliot and Mrs. F. J. ! as recent guests Mr. and Mrs. plane leaves Portland and before it
Overlock attended the luncheon and Chester Nutter of North Strafford, reaches Rockland which would
meeting of the executive board of the N. H.. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stafford make it inadvisable for the pilot to
Maine Federation of Garden Clubs at of Dexter and Robert Maxwell of land here, White must notify the
field manager at Bangor who in turn
the home of Mrs. E. M. Robbins. Providence.
Thomas Watson of Short Hills. N. notifies the plane by radio, directing
State president, in Camden.
• ***
J., has bought the J. C. Strawbridge the pilot to turn back or fly on to
Douglas Walker has entered Bow- prdperty at Melvin Heights. Mr. Bangor.
Upon departure of the plane two
Watson with his family occupied
doin College.
George Bragdon of Mattawamkeag Pinecrest on Ogier's Hill during the telegrams are sent—one to the sta
tion ahead—the other to the field
who spent the weekend in the home past season.
Joel Keyes G rant Circle. Ladies of from which the plane has just a r
of Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrest
returned Sunday. Mrs. Bragdon is the G.AJR., will hold a food and rum rived—notifying them that the plane
mage sale at Legion hall Friday at has left here. The station ahead is
remaining for a visit.
Stephen
Lavender and John 2 o'clock. The ladies announce they also informed as to the number of
Creighton left Sunday to resume at will be glad to knot quilts during the passengers aboard in order that the
field manager there may know how
winter for $1 per quilt.
tendance a t Bowdoin College.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
Town Manager and Mrs. Herbert many seats will be available for these
meet for work at the vestry on Hyler Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. wishing to board the plane at his field
street, Wednesday at 9.30, with picnic Jamieson spent the weekend at Lake- and also to enable him to have trans
portation at hand for passengers get
dinner at noon. The annual harvest wood.|
ting off. The telegram to Portland,
supper will be served Oct. 7.
The J. R. Prescotts are closing for instance, Monday morning on de
Miss Dorothy Starrett spent the their summer cottages and returning
parture of the Boston plane read:
weekend a t home from Farmington. this week to Newtonville, Mass.
“Nine four four (number of the
Her mother Mrs. Earl Starrett mo
Edward Weiderbush and family plane) departed 8.20; passengers Bos
tored over for her
Robert Mayo and family who have I who have been spending the summer ton three, Portland two.”
been visiting his father Alex Mayo in town' left Saturday for New York
♦ ♦ » ♦
have returned to Southwest Harbor | David Crockett Jr. and Zenas MelSince the first of September 85
Robert will enter University o f Maine v*n spent the w’eekend in New York passengers have
been handled
for a three years' course.
citX’ anc^ Newark, N. J.
through Rockland on the Pan Ameri
The J. F. Brauns who have been can plane. Of these 25 boarded the
Mrs. Lilia Clark motored 200 miles
to Harmony with two passengers who spending the summer at Stonyhurst plane here for Boston; 18 disembarked
arrived on the train Monday after have returned to Philadelphia.
in Rockland; and 42 went through.
noon.
Miss Helen Smith of Portland has The fact that more people have de
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlook been spending a few days with parted by plane than have arrived is
leave today by motor for Boston, I friends in Camden.
probably due to the number of sum
where they will be guests of Capt. j Mr and Mrs Charies c. Wood, M r., mer ,people who have left for the
Ross Wilson on the- S. S. Kentuckian. ■and Mrs c wilkes Babb Mrs Ever- season.
Returning they will be accompanied ett N Duf£y and Mrs. Clarence MeMaine Air Transport shows a record
bv Miss Hortense Wilson who has Intire spent th e weekend at Lake- of 3637 passengers carried through
been visiting her sister Miss Edith wood.
1out the season; 1595 of these were
Wilson in Malden.
Henry Beverage or Portland has , flown on the scheduled runs,
The chicken shoot took place as been visiting his mother Mrs. A. F. ■
• . . •
advertised Saturday and 75 gunners Beverage, Sea street.
i Bill Wincapaw has been covering
tried their skill. Some fine shots were
Edward Dangler was operated on ; the State pretty thoroughly the past
were made and 35 chickens bagged, Saturday
at the Camden Community j week laying his lines for fall traffic.
furnishing a fine Sunday dinner to Hospital for
appendicitis.
jLeaving here Monday in the Faira possible 100 persons. The ColtThirty members of the Camden |child, he spent several days at RangeFitz Luck target was used. The
shoot was so successful that another Fire Department enjoyed a baked :ley Lake visiting all the hunting
will be put on about the middle of bean supoer Saturday night at the camps in that region. Wednesday he
October, and another near Thanks W. S. Richards camp. Lake Megunti was gadding about with the Governor
and now he is at Moosehead Lake per
cook.
giving Day.
tl. A. MacLain has returned to suading the guides and camp owners ,
Brookline. Mass., after spending the j th at the sportsmen will just flock to
Dr. J. L. Crooker and Mrs. M. C. summer at F. H. Wilbur's, Sea street. their camps next month if they
Crooker of Somerville, Mass., recent | Miss Louise Dyer returns this week know there is air transportation to
guests of Mrs. George Ludwig, have to Colbv College.
and from the hunting grounds.
returned.
Frederick Jagels of Portland is Sounds like bad news for the poor
Rally Day next Sunday at the Bap spending three weeks with his mother deer.
tist Church and Sunday School. The Mrs. Frederick Jagels. Elm street.
Harold Moon had an interesting
school will not send cards to each
Sabin Sanger is leaving Thursday
member as formerly, but each teach for his home in Brookline, Mass., experience Thursday. Milo Clark, a
County lawyer called from
er will send them to his or her pupils. j after spending the summer in Cam- Hancock
Ellsworth to say th a t he needed Dr
It is aimed to have 200 present.
, den
Mrs. Hilda Keyes and son Kenneth
Miss Marceijne Conley leaves thi Hall there at once to act as witness
in an
an dcclaenc
accident case
case tnat
th at was
was before
- - 1 !?
of Augusta were in town Monday,1
Monday, | , , . rp«.,.me studies at Bates ColDelorp
the court. Dr. Hall was detained in
motoring down with a neighbor who
Rockland
by
an
operation.
Lawyer
came to give a demonstration o f , Frank Thomas and Alvin Jagels are
waterless cooking before the Beta re. en£eralg fbe University of Maine Clark wanted him brought to Ells
worth inside of an hour. Harold got
Alpha Club at the Baptist vestry 1
that evening.
] A Pniiisinn of motor cars while hold of Dr. Hall and was off in less
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanley have re- j Llewellyn Diplock was backing out than half an hour. On the way up
turned from a visit to their daugh- „f hi/ yard < nto Hm street at 7 Dr. Hall looked over his memorandum
ter Mrs. John C. Mason in _Nor’-11 j o c]0ck last night resulted in injuries on the case. In 26 minutes he was in
Easton. Mass., including the Brock to Mrs. Katherine Morrison of Cam Ellsworth, gave his testimony, and
ton Fair. Fred Hanley and Chester bridge. Mass., Mrs. James Holden of afterwards returned in 32 minutes.
Smalley also attended the fair.
Waterbury, Conn., and William DipNorman Simmons who has employ lock of Camden. Dr. J. G. Hutchins I
m ent in New Jersey, is at home.
attended the injured persons, and ■
Miss Marian Starrett is having a Percy J. Good's ambulance conveyed
short vacation from the Maine Mrs. Holden to Kno Hospital, ap ! The girls of the 4-H Club are very
grateful to all who helped make the
MUSiCA .% rS w o n & Co. have fired I
wlth serious toJuries t0 her j
J.
Tuesday night, a success.
one kiln.
Mrs. Isa O. Coggan of Round Pond
Samuel Clark representing the
is visiting her nieces, Mrs. F. M.
H ealth Cooking Appliance Co. of
Lucas and Mrs. A. II. Goss and call
Augusta, gave a demonstration Mon
ing on old friends.
day evening at the Baptist vestry
before the Beta Alpha Club.
Miss Alcada Hall, director of music
SERVICE & REPAIRS
in the schools, has organized an or
DR. E. L. SC AR LO TT
ALL makes of sets
chestra in the High School for the
present year, made up of these play
ers and instruments: Violins Phyllis
R. W . TYLER
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Belasco. Hazel Harrison, Eloise Dunn.
PHONE 58-23
PHONE 136
M arian Miller, Russell Young. Law
rence Carroll; trumpet, Albert Hall;
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S E R IE S

MOTORIST
By ALBERT I.. CLOUGH

The Smoke And Smell Evil
The Car With A Foul Exhaust Is a Pest
THIS IS A REAL EVIL. Too many engines have halitosis and too
often “their best friends wont te'.l them”—or their owners. With long
multiple lines of cars, frequently moving at a snail's pace, with the
innumerable stops and starts inevitable in congested traffic, the emission
of poisonous, choking ex'iaust gases in narrow streets has become more
than a mere nuisance. IleaJaches and faintness frequently result from
cxDosure to the noxious atmosphere thus created, not to speak of the
olfactory annoyance due to the vile smells. It is incumbent upon every
motorist to do his bit to minimize this evil, by seeing to it that his
engine's exhaust is as inoffensive as it can be made. Incomplete com
bustion of gasoline and the vaporization or partial burning of excess
cylinder oil are the causes respectively of the presence of deadly carbon
monoxide and of irritating and ill smelling vapors in the “breath" ot
engines. The chief cause of incompletely burned fuel is overrich car
buretor adjustment, but irregular or weak ignition and imperfect vapor
ization are contributing factors. The use of as lean a fuel mixture as
practicable, the maintenance of perfect ignition and the use of sufficient
heat to insure complete vaporiz.. ion are the remedies. As to the
obviation of oil fumes, the use of the best oil, capable of standing up under
high temperatures and of piston rings so fitted as to prevent the en
trance of excess oil into engine combustion spaces together with such
adjustments of bearings anil pump pressure as will insure again&t an
oversupply of oil to the cylinder walls, will prove effective. Fortunately,
waste of gasoline and oil, which makes a car with a foul exhaust a
public nuisance, also makes it wasteful and uneconomical to operate,
so that self-interest as well as self-respect can be appealed to in the
hope of ridding streets of “motor skunks ”
B A C K FIR E S ON HILLS
UNSTEADY O IL -P R E S S U R E
W. L. B. a sk s: W h at m akes
GAGE
1930 --------- c a r sp it and lose powdr
M. E. w rites: Of late th e oil
on hills a fte r it h a s been on th e p r eA.
s s u r e •gage o f m y 1927 ---------road for a w hile? I t has been <16in g so for tw o m o n th s and I find c a r h a s been acting queerly. The
p re ssu re increases re g u la rly and
it very annoying.
ho ld s steady up to a b o u t 30 m.p.li.,
b u t above this speed it does not
in c re a se and th e needle quivers all
th e tim e. W hat causes th is and is
it a ll rig h t to ru n th e c a r under
th e se conditions?
that e se is o e e
GAGE iSACri/VG
so Q ue£iet.v!>

Answer: T h e re is a possibility
th a t th e c a rb u re to r bowl does not
keep full, on a cc o u n t of som e
shortcom ing in th e fuel feed, but
it is m ore likely th a t th ere is vapor
form ed in th e c a rb u re to r or gaso
line pipe, because of too high te m 
p e ra tu re p re v ailin g u n d e r the hood
o r of the use of too highly volatile
gasoline. T ry re d u cin g the h e at
su p p ly to th e h o t sp o t and change
to ord in ary gaso lin e if you are a t
p re sen t using a v ia tio n or o th er
h igh test fuel. I f y o u r engine is
generally o v e rh o t a t th e tim e you
h ave th is tro u b le it tends to indi
c ate th a t v a p o r-lo c k is the source
o f th e difficulty.

A nsw er: One cause o f th e tro u 
b le w hich you describe is failu re of
th e pum p to keep filled w ith oil a t
h ig h sp “qds, w hich, of course, m akes
th e delivery pressure w eak and e r
ra tic . I t m ay be th a t th e gauze
screen , w hich su rro u n d s the pum p
in let, is sufficiently o b stru c te d by
solid m atter, se p a ra te d from the
oil ,o cause a deficiency in the
a m o u n t of oil re ac h in g th e pum p
to m eet the re q u ire m e n ts ( ' high
sp eed operation, a lth o u g h plenty
e n te rs to suffice a t low er speeds.
You b e tte r clean th e screen if nec
e ssa ry and see if th is d o esn 't re 
s to re re g u la r pressure.

OsteopathicPhysician

M e a n in g o f W ord “ D ish ”
H a t U n d er g o n e C h a n g es
Originally the word dish applied
only to a plate, bowl, or platter.
There are related words in other
languages which mean eittier plate
or titbit. The word conies front
the old English disc, plate, which
is equivalent to the old Higli Ger
man tisc, plate. Present-day Ger
man has tiscli, table. It lias been
in our language since about the
Eighth century.
It has been used to designate “a
broad shallow vessel, witlt Hat bot
tom, concave sides, and nearly level
rim, made of earthenware, glass,
metal, or wood, and used chiefly to
hold food at meals. Sometimes it
is restricted to those vessels winch
are oval, square, or irregular in
sliape, as distinguished from a cir
cular plate. Other times it refers
to ali open vessels used to contain
food at table, “as tureens, vege
table dishes, etc." It also means,
"a hollow vessel of wood or metal,
used for drinking, and also espe
cially as u beggar's receptacle for
alms; a cup,” but this latter use
seems less frequent than the for
mer one. It was not introduced Into
our literature until about 1381, and
it has not been used much since
the Eighteenth century. This use
has survived iu the phrase, “a dish
of tea,” which is fairly common toduy. Macaulay wrote in 1855,
“More titan one seut in parliament
. . . had been bought and sold
over a dish of coffee at Garraway’s." Dish here means an in
definite quantity.
A water pitcher, sugar bowl, nnd
possibly a cup, ure not, strictly
speaking, dishes. But, to the
American housewife, dishes are
coming to mean those utensils that
go on the table at mealtime, us
well as to refer to the amount or
kind of food served in a dish.—
Literary Digest.

In E verybody’s Column

R
|I

In su r a n c e C oncern O n e
o f th e W o rld ’s O ld est
The London insurance organiza
tion known as Lloyd's was formed
In London in the Seventeenth cen
tury. It was not incorporated un
til 1871, when that was done by
act of parliament. It tukes, its
name from that of Edward Lloyd,
who kept a coffee house in Tower
street, London. In his place these
underwriters met to transact their
business, and it became their head
quarters until 1774, when they re
moved to the Royal exchange, where
they have been ever since.
Lloyd's does not undertake in
surance business as a corporation.
The business is conducted by mem
ber Arms under their own account,
but in accordance with the rules of
the society, v.ltich thus compares
to tlie stock exchange and similar
regulated market places.
Lloyd's Is also an organization
for the collection and distribution
of maritime intelligence, and this
is published iu Lloyd's List. The
List, founded in 1696 as Lloyd's
News, is with one exception the
oldest current newspaper In Eu
rope. The corporation also pub
lishes various works for the ben
efit of members, shippers, and the
business world in general.
New Oil Theory Held
Another myth about oil 1ms been
exploded by scientists, who now
believe that heat and time, rather
than pressure, are responsible for
the natural formation of petroleum
in the earth, according to the re
sults of laboratory experiments
announced by the American Petro
leum institute.
Tlie ofd pressure theory thus takes
its place as a myth alongside tlie
antiquated notion that tlie quality
of lubricating oil depends upon tlie
source of the crude. A recent sur
vey by a leading eastern univer
sity among professors of organic
chemistry indicated that stress is
no longer laid by scientists on the
origin of the oil from which a lu
bricant is made, but rather on the
refining processes to which it is
subjected.
Just Biding His Time
The taxi driver making my change
one evening recently Hastily took
back a coin which he started to
give me as a quarter. “That’s a
puk,” said lie; "some kind of a
Dutch nickel that I’m stuck with.”
I looked at it, saw it was a Half
gulden nnd gave it tack. "Saving
them?" I inquired.
“Not for long," he said ominous
ly. “I got that from a good church
going Christian a few minutes ago.
I carted him to church and that’s
what he worked off on me, tlie stiff.
A swell Christian he is, handing
that to a poor taxi driver, when
he might just as well dropped it in
the collection plate and done no
harm.”—Baltimore Sun.
W eather Study

We make our printing say 'Hello'
. . . cordially, Interestingly, a ttractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and convincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.
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FOR SALE

♦

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
RABBIT HOUND, a good one. for sale,
lines five cents each for one time. 10
plenty of that good loam and cow
cents for three times. Six words make also
dressing.
W. W. BUTLER. Tel. 603-M.
a line.
114-116

The study of weatlier is extremely young. When the Pilgrims land
ed at Plymouth the barometer hud
not yet been invented. It was not
until 93 years later that Torieelll
discovered the princiiiles of tlie
barometer.
The word “cyclone," which figures
so largely in all discussions of the
weatlier today, did not come into
use until 1848. It was first used
by Piddington, who published ids
“Sailor's Hornbook” nt Calcuttn in
that year. Tlie word comes from
tlie Greek and signifies tlie coils
of a snake.

UNION

RADIO

Every-Other-Day

Ambition
In an address on salesmanship,
Charles XI. Schwab laid stress on
tlie necessity of being well dressed,
but added:
“But there must be something to
back up tlie front. The ol<l saying
that no man is a hero to his •valet
should not hold good. Try to be
wlint you pretend to be and remem
ber this:
“ ‘Many a man wishes he were ns
wise ns he thinks his wife thinks
he is.’ ”

Gilchrest
M onum ental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

LOST A N D FOUND

I
it

BUNCH OF KEYS found near C. M P.
Co.. Union St. building. Apply at th at
OFFICE.
112*114

*»•
♦
♦
I f - - - - - --------

W ANTED

SECOND HAND BUFFALO 400 egg in 
cubator wanted. CHARLES PERRIN.
Warren. Me.
114-116
CREAM SEPARATOR wanted. Medi
um size for farm use. ERNEST L. STAR
RETT. Warren.
114*116
EXPERIENCED LIME BURNER and
hydrator operator wanted nt once. Ref
erences. Communicate with Manager.
AMSDEN LIME CO.. Amsden. Vt.
113*118
POINTER OR SETTER DOG wanted,
male, three to five years old. good for
woodcock and partridge, country bred
and trained o. k. Good care and home.
State price. H. H McCARTY, P. O Box
345 Phone 485 Bath. Me.
113*118
WOMEN, whole or part time, to sell
complete line of dresses, hosiery, lin 
gerie
Send at least two references.
LOCKWOVEN. Box 85. Mattapan (Bos
ton) Mass.
104. 110. 114. 121
FURNISHED RENT wanted by man.
wife. son. 15. daughter 5. Reasonable
price. Write “CAPT. R. T..” care Cou
rier-Gazette.
112*114
WANTED TO BUY old chintz or cop
per plate, old books. Williamson's His
tory of Maine, antique gold Jewelry, old
silver, Currier and Ives pictures, pewter,
china tea sets. Address COLLECTOR,
Box 208, Rockland. Me.
112*ll'i
WOMEN, whole or part time to take
orders for made-to-measure knit dresses.
, Two orders dally pays $18 to $36 weekly
N rpriN , -------COLDREN K
KNITTING
MILLS. -Box
I Matapan (Boston) Mass.
102, 108, 114,

!

SITUATIONS

J

YOUNG FINNISH girl desires position
as second girl or general housework.
D. L., care this office.
114*116

TO LET

'♦

tarcp
rnnm s t o le t
LARGE HOUSE noff seven joom
s*to let.
furnace, modern bath, and lights. W
P. BURPEE. 43 Park St., morning or eve: nlng.
___ 114-tf
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath.
t° i 1ie4t: i ^

1929 PLYMOUTH COACH—a dandy
light car. Excellent rubber, m echani
cally o k.. See this one. only $120
down. BLAISDELL AUTO CO. Tel. 896.
Rockland. 712 Main St.
114-116
1929 ESSEX COACH, perfect in every
way. Had only one owner. Must be
seen to be appreciated. RLAI8DE!LL
AUTO CO. Tel. 896, Rockland. 712 Main
St.
.
114-116
1930 HUDSON COACH, a lot of car for
a little money. Ready for the road.
Ask us about its very low price. BLAIS
DELL AUTO CO. 712 Main St. Tel.
896. Rockland.
114-116
CAR BARGAINS, all ready for imme
diate service—192t» Essex coupe. 1929
Whippet coupe. 1£28 Chevrolet coach,
1928 Essex 4-door sedan. Hupmoblle 8.
4-door sedan In excellent condition. No
reasonable offer refused for these cars.
Call or phone BLAISDELL AUTO CO..
712 Mala St. Tel. 896. Rockland.
114-116
COCA COLA barrels for sale. 31 gal.
each. HEWETT BOTTLING WORKS.
114-116
MAPLE CREST POULTRY FARM for
sale. Price right. Call or wife H. C.
BUBER. Warren. Me Tel. Warren 6-31.
114-tf
GRAY ENAMELED steel kitchen cabi
net, first class condition, cost $60, will
sell for $20. Inquire 230 LIMEROCK ST.
or Tel. 421-M
114*116
BEST FITTED WOOD one-half cord
$6.50. furnace wood V2 cord $6. LUKE
R BREWSTER. Rockland. Tel. 48-W.
114*116
JERSEY COW for sale. EMIL LAINE.
Cushing. Me.
114*116
SLABS or hard wood, long
for sale LEON CALLAHAN. 7 Luce Ave.
Tel. 1169-Y.
114-116
RABBITS—Flemish Giants and New
Zealand bucks for sale. MAURICE SIM
MONS. Friendship.
113-115
HARD COAL. $15.50 ton; soft coal
$7.75. 10 tons or more $7.50. J. B. PAUL
SEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2. •
113-115
BOAT for sale. 34 ft. x 9Y2 ft. beam.
Tlrst class condition. Inquire W. T.
IbUNCAN.
Tel. 267.
113-115
RIPE TOMATOES for canning. $1
bushel delivered. Meaty, mild flavored.
CHATER'S GARDENS. Uuper Elm St..
Camden. Turn left across Rockport
bridge.
112-117
SAWED SLABS for sale. $1 ft.. $6 50
cord; edgings $1 ft. ALFRED DAVIS.
Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
112-tf
APPLES for sale—Wealthys for eating
and cooking, price right. J. F. CALDERWOOD. Union.
112*114
FULL BLOODED Beagle pups for sale,
3j2 months old. Will drive this season.
CHARLES R. OVERLOCK. Warren. Me.
Tel. 19-3.
112*114
TABLE MODEL. 7-TUBE RADIOLA
condl^!?r
ion sale',electric,
Wonderful new
tone.tubes.
WillA1 demon
strate. Price $18. E. A. TAYLOR. Wal
doboro.
112-114
1930 FORD TRUCK for sale. Good
condition In every way. Ready for work.
? ot£ roCOOK' ^ ‘-d s h tp . Tel.-128.2i w ai________________________ ______ 112*117
BARGAINS — Corner lavatory, store
scales. Ford coupe body, m otor and bat
tery. 6-foot show case, tables, chairs,
restaurant bread cutter. Apply C. S.
GROTTON alt The Sandwich Shop.

TWO ROOM furnished apartment to
let with free lights and water. THOMPSON S. 16 Willow St.____________ 114*116
FIVE ROOM upstairs tenement, 28
Florence St Lights, cellar, toilet, shed.
TEL 213-R
114-tf
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let. at 21
Holmes St . cellar, lights, toilet, shed.
PHONE 213-R
114-tf
LARGE FRONT ROOM to let one or
two persons. For details PHONE 747-W
Rockland______________________ 113-115
FURNISHED room with heat and bath,
i ANVE V. FLINT. 32 School St. Tel.
. 1013-M.________________________ 113-115
i FIVE ROOM heated apartment, all
modern
Improvements.
Inquire
91
NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W. 113*118
FOUR ROOM unfurnished apartm ent
to let at 59 Masonic St., second floor. R.
U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
113-115
FIVE ROOM apartm ent to let, 58 War
ren street, upstairs. Excellent repair,
gas. electricity, flush closet, rent of $4.25
per week Including water. A six room
anartm ent In good location will be
available In .about a month. L. A.
THURSTON Tel. 1159. 468 Old County
road. Rockland
112-115
FURNISHED ROOM. In modern, cen
trally located house, use of adjoining
living room Gentleman preferred. Ap
ply MISS BENNER. Chamber of Com
merce. Rockland.
112-114
ROOM with bath to let at 82 LIME
ROCK ST.
112*114
TWO FURNISHED rooms for light
housekeeping to let. E. N. SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
111-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment, five rooms,
with toilet, to let. Adults only. In
quire 74 CAMDEN ST.
111-tf
THREE ROOMS and bath to let for
light housekeeping: cook stove and gas;
adults only. MRS. CARL OLSEN. 19
Myrtle St.
114-116
FURNISHED small house to let. three
rooms; also two room furnished apart
ment. gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE
McLAIN. 100 Main St. Tel. 1263
110-tf
DESIRABLE Main street office to let
steam heated; furnished If desired
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
110-tf
APARTMENT, six rooms and bath. 104
North Main St. TEL. 27-M.
109-tf
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock
St.
112*114
TENEMENT of five rooms to let at 34
MASONIC ST. Tel. 768-M.
109-tf
APARTMENT, second floor, at 34
Pleasant St. Good location.
on Apply ANNE
V. FLINT. 32 School St. Tel.. 1013-M.
109-tf
TENEMENT TO LET for small family.
Central location, electric lights and
bath. Tel. 812-M.
108-tf
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let, on
Orient St. NELSON B. COBB. FullerCobb-Davis.
105-tf
MODERN APARTMENT of five rooms
and bath to let at 87A Park St. Inquire
at 89 PARK ST.
105-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment of 5 rooms
with toilet, to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
ST. Tel. 156-W.
103-tf
SINGLE HOUSE on Rockland St., to
let—six rooms, electric lights, lots of
land. Inquire 15 ROCKLAND ST.
102-tf
DOWNSTAIRS RENT of four rooms,
closets and pantry, with or w ithout ga
rage. electric lights, flush closet. In 
quire 8 LAUREL ST.
105-tf
JUST REPAIRED and cleaned 6 room
tenement on Warren St. Inquire 11
JAMES ST. Tel. 577.
87-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. Z2
Fulton 8t. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
240 Broadway.
105-tf

♦
If

_

_

♦

Slim m er C ottages

♦

FURNISHED cottages to let on sea
shore, good fishing. P. O. address E. V.
SHEA. South Thomaston, Me.
Tel.
853-11 Rockland.
109-tf

1

SEVERAL PIECES of property. MRS.
L. H. FORES, Rockville.
111*116
LADY'S MUSKRAT COAT for sale.
CALL 178-R.
113-115
WOOD, fitted $14; Junks. $12; small
round. $10; O H. CRIE. Thomaston.
Tel. 122-2.
110-tf
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14, long
$10 Junks $12: soft wood fitted $9. L. F.
TOLMAN Tel. 263-13 City.
105-tf
THOROUGHBRED Angus cattle, six
cows, two heifers, one bull, for sale
cheap. Grades and thoroughbred sheep
H. D CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 83. 105-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farm s and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices. Ideal locations, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
Maine.
83-tf
BLACK WORK HORSE for sale. 1800
lbs. Harness and wagon. P O. WILLEY
& CO.. Camden._____
89-tf
HARD WOOD fitted $14. limbs $10.
Junks $12, long $10. Soft wood and slabs.
$8. lumber, fitted wood. $12 T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
106-tf
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale.
We have a carload which we are selling
at very low prices this year. Also one
second hand 20 In furnace at a bargain.
A .T. NORWOOD. Warren. Tel 22
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from
the m anufacturer to the user. Fitted
wood $14. Junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $8.50,
stove length $8. shims 15 bundles $1.
Delivered. L. A. PACKARD, R. P D .
Thomaston. Me.
105-tf

•
4
4

*

REAL ESTATE

♦
♦

SHORE SIDE farm in Waldoboro, known
as the Willard J. Ewell farm. 8-room
house, stable, henhouse. 250 fruit trees,
blueberry land. 36 rods of good shore,
suitable for cottages or camps, on State
road: about 20 acres of land. H. L. TIB
BETTS. Waldoboro, R. F. D. 3.
THE CARRIE S. ROBBINS farm at
Ingraham Hill Is for sale. Has 119
acres including 60 acres of tillage land.
*-mainder wooded. Fine set or bulldgs on place. Including residence in
perfect condition, seven rooms with
bath hot water heat and electric lights.
R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
105-tf
SEVEN ROOM bouse, four acres land,
for sale, also 6 room bungalow, 6 room
house, farms, summer cottages, building
lots and general real estate service of
M . kl“ds- ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77. 105-tf

> MISCELLANEOUS >
■ ---------------------- 1
THE BRITT HOME will care for elder
ly people, invalids, convalescents, any
kind of sickness except surgical or contaglous cases.
114*119
MY CIDER MILL will open Monday
Sept. 21. Grinding days. Mondays,
Thursdays and Saturdays as usual. R.
J. MAYHEW. 563 Old County Rd.
113-415
RADIO REPAIRING expertly done. 24
hour service on all work. ROCKLAND
RADIO HOSPITAL. Tel. 854 or 987-X
______________________
112-tf
NOTICE—After this date I will be re
sponsible for no bills except those con
tracted by myself in person. MRS.
ROBERT K. SHIBLES. Rockport. 8ent
lg- 1931*____________
112*114
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
by manufactLirer. Samples free. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony. Me.
105-117
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture a t 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel.1010.
105-tf
IF YOU NEED SERVICE of stenogra
pher or typist call HUSTON-TUTTLE
'OOK STORE,
___ 405 Main St. Tel. 684-M.
Rates reasonable.
100-tf

WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS a t all tim es
home news, at the Old South News Prompt
service. CRIE? HARDWARE CO.
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
105-tf
Church; also a t M. Andaman's, 284 Tre
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
mont St.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
105-tf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys made
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie H ardw are Co.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
96-tf

♦
4
4

AUTOMOBILES
" ,e.—

♦
♦
»

FORD SPORT COUPE, late 1928 in
good condition, new rubber. $195
Model T 1927 Ford Coupe, wire wheels.
$35. Call after 5 p. m. A. LAINE. 6
Water St.. Thomaston. Me.
114*116
1926 FORD COUPE for sale, srood run
ning condition. HENRY WATTS. Warren, Main e . ______ ________
114*116
LATE 1929 Chevrolet. 4-door sedan,
new tires, low mileage, excellent condi
tion. price $395. Terms or trade. Call
write or phone Union 18-2. ROLAND E’
PAYSON, East Union.
114-116

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. E. L. Toner and Mrs. Ken
H ILL B IL LIE S COM ING
neth Spear motored to Augusta F ri
R
o
a
c
h
day where they attended the Child Park Theatre Patrons To See Blue
Ridge Ramblers In Person
Health Conference, their interest
particularly in the address of Miss
A distinct novelty in the way of
Florence M. Hale, president of the
stage attraction is promised patrons
National Education Association.
of the Park Theatre. This is the Hunt by T w o Generation*
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw, appearanc.e of the famous Blue
Fail*; N ew O n e Begun.
/
Miss Hazel Wincapaw, Lewis Winca Ridge Ramblere.
In addition to personal notes regard- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sonntag and paw and Miss Helen Turner have
The Blue Ridge Ramblers con
Halifax, X. S.—Wliile the com
megn?ees^cUHya%deskesV^nfotrhmaUoSaroi Miss M artha Sonntag returned Sat- returned from a trip to the White sist of 12 young men and girls, who
pany which is digging Into tlie heart
sociai happenings, parties, musicals, etc.' urday from Boston where they mo Mountains.
have won wide recognition by rea of tree-studded Oak Island, In Ma
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be tored accompanied by Miss Alice
hone hay, guards the secret that its
gladly received.
Mrs. Olive Malburg is very ill with
electric drills may be disclosing
TELEPHONE ................... ....... 770 or 7M-1V Sonntag on her way to Painesville
Ohio, to resume studies a t Lake Erie tonsilitis a t the home of her mother,
and keeps the curious away from
College.
Mrs. Eliza Cousins.
the island where the late Captain
Invitations received in the city
_____
Kidd Is said to have buried boxes
mwsts M rs-Jam es Henry Jones re- I Mrs p recj j Veazie was hostess to
Miss Evelyn Wentworth of New
of treasure, another search for gold
Quests the honour of your presence , the T H E club last evening for
York and Miss Edith Dukehart of
and silver is going quietly on in
at the marriage of her daughter i
and hrifipp
Baltimore, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
the three-fool walls of one of the
Dorothy Lucy to Mr. Frederic Henry j—
g ' _____
L. Brackett, North Main
oldest houses in Chester.
Bird on Saturday, October the tenth, i Arthur Orne wh0 teaches at the George
street.
On the top of a hill, the great
nineteen hundred and thirty-one, at wassookeag School, Dexter, is home
rambling house o f .the Robinson
?va£ * Ker
° Ci° Ck in ..
until Oct- lst when the official fall
Miss
Laura
Small
of
Boston
spent
family overlooks Oak island and
evening, Orthodox Congregational term begins.
the weekend with her parents, Mr.
Mahone bay with its 363 islands.
Church, Arlington, Massachusetts,
and
Mrs.
Charles
Small,
at
The
Tlie house has an Interesting his
The ceremony will be followed imme
Miss Bertha Brown of Portland Highlands, accompanied by Miss
tory. For somewhere In the thick
diately by a reception a t 14 Maple was the guest of Miss Mabel PillsGeorgie Francis.
walls there is said to be burled the
street. Mr. Bird, Bowdoin '30, is the j bury, Ingraham Hill, for th e weekend,
son of their programs broadcast treasure of Michael Smith, a Ger
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird j
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Breen
and
Miss
man who was known to have quan
of this city.
Benjamin Perry, Alden Perry and Bernice Tibbetts of Augusta, and from important stations of all parts tities of Spanish doubloons and sil
the country, especially in the ren
Harold Ingersoll were in Farmington Mrs. Rose Prescott and Miss Nancy of
dition of old mountaineer melodies ver nnd species and who died with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W hite and i fgr the weekend,
Anderson were dinner guests Sun which have never been written in out indicating where he had hidden
granddaughter, Virginia Trumbull, ofj
day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
E.
Tibbetts.
manuscripts, but handed down from his wealth.
Farmington, and Dr. and Mrs. Law- i jjr. and Mrs. Laforest Thurston
generation to generation. This part
Feared Looters.
rence Trumbull . of The Trumbull motored to Orono yesterday accom
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Joy and of their program should be of special
Players, were guests Sunday of Mr. panied by their son, Carl, returning
Chester
wasn’t even a village
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emerjj spent the interest to those appreciating new when Michael
and Mrs. A. T. Thurston, Fern street, to the University of Maine.
began the erection
weekend with Mr. Joy's mother, Mrs. and unusual entertainment.
with dinner at Rock Ledge Inn,
of his 27-room house. The Ameri
W. A. Spurling at Islesford.
It
is
a
happy
combination
of
old
Spruce Head.
»
can
Civil
war
was
then raging and
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott and
and new mountain music. In ad ships often put in at Chester for
------! Miss Ruth Scarlott were a t LakeMrs. Clara Johnson arrived Sun dition to their radio engagements, shelter or provisions or to seek
Misses Frances and Catherine wood Saturday and attended Lake- day
from New York where she had the Blue Ridge Ramblers have safety from the enemy. And most
Butts of St. Louis are occupying the wood Theatre
been on a business trip.
played successful vaudeville en ly they came In no peaceful iiio^il.
Ruth Cobb cottage at Cooper’s Beach J
' _____
gagements at leading theatres, both Armed men looted the hencoops,
for several weeks.
( Mr and Mrs. g q Hagerman
Edward Witham returns to Boston
have returned from a week's vaca this week to resume studies at the east and west. They come to Maine the sheepfolds and the pigpens, and
direct from a Western tour. They went away with everything they
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Archambach tion in Boston, Portland and Ban
School of Practical Arts.
of Revere, Mass., were recent guests gor.
are also known as recording artists, could carry, so th at soon the farm
of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan.
having successfully recorded a good ers got in the way of burying their
Miss Esther Nickerson entertained
Mrs. Suella Sheldon, Mrs. Ruth the C.C.C. Club Thursday evening at many records. It is expected that money.
Mrs. R. J. MacKenzie of Bridgeport, Ellingwood and Mrs. Irene Moran of
this popular group of Hill-blllie en
The great house of Michael Smith
Conn., and Tenant's Harbor, and Mrs. the Methebesec Club, leave today for her home on Talbot avenue, the oc tertainers will meet with a j)ig re was well under way. Tlie vast cel
casion
being
her
16th
birthday.
The
ception at Park Theatre.—adv.
Emma Torrey of Tenant's Harboi' i H ^ h o n V h e ’rV they"’w ill'’attend’ the
lar, In which a company of men
were callers Saturday on M r a n d 'annual convention of the Maine evening was spent in bridge, honors
could have been barracked, was be
going
to
Sophia
Cohen
and
Luella
Mrs. Minnie Miles returned yester ing cased with slate. Its walls were
Mrs. George Grten in South Thom- Federation of Women's clubs. This Snow. Miss Nickerson received many
aston'
_____
evening Phildelah Rice of Boston, nice gifts, among them being a birth day from St. John, N. B., where she three feet thick. Then one morn
was called by the death of her ing fishermen returning in their lit
There will be a bridge Dartv at famous a11 over the country for his day cake. The dining room was a t brother, Henry Lindsey of Fred tle boats reported a sinister look
tractively
decorated
in
pink
and
Grand
Armv
hall
this
evening
under
impersonations
of
great
plays
and
Grand Army nail this evening unoer storjes, wU1 be the entertainer.
ing vessel at the entrance of the
green. Miss Nickerson's guests were ericton.
the auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
bay. That day Michael Smith, the
Ruth
Hanscom,
Elzada
North,
Eliza
D.U.V.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson and i wealthiest resident, discharged his
George Kneeland of Sherman is beth Snow, Natalie Jones, Constance
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Allen have workmen early. A neighbor, watch
Carl R. Toner and family of Lew visiting his daughter, Mrs. Lena K. Snow. Luella Snow, Eleanor Tibbetts, returned from a ten days’ trip to ing from a nearby house, saw tlie
Sargent.
Sophia
Cohen
and
Ruth
Gregory.
gleams of lantern light escaping
iston were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Washington, D. C.
from an uncovered window. It cir
Mrs. Herman Hart, Willow street,
Fred
Robinson
who
has
been
visit
Samuel
Sezak,
coach
at
the
Ma
with Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and
cled the cellar many times and at
ing
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
P.
Jones,
Cam
chias
High
School,
was
house
guest
Miss
Winnifred
Burkett
of
C
a
m
-,
last came to rest. Then the curi
son Charles as dinner guests.
den street, for a few days, returned over the weekend of Mrs. Annie den who is teaching in East Ray- f ous one heard the clicking of a
to Avon, Mass., Sunday. Mrs. Rob Thomas at The Highlands.
mond was home over the weekend, | chisel against stone.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
inson remains for a longer visit.
returning Sunday.
Never Spent Hie Gold.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hamilton of
Never after that night did trades
If you are a subscriber til
A “Reminiscent Party” was given Beverly. Mass, were guests for the
Mrs. Ethel Stevens has returned
men or neighbors see Michael
The Courier-Gazette and art I Wednesday evening by Mrs. Sarah weekend of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan. to Massachusetts after visiting her
Smith spend any of the golden coins
leaving home for any time, long j Thomas and Mrs. William A. Ander- Mr. Hamilton is with the Sanborn sister Mrs. Roland Creamer, Broad
from his secret hoard. And from
or short, let us mail the paper to j son, a t their home on Camden Map Co. of Boston, and with his way.
that night he lived a life of almost
you during your absence. The ' street, for the 1931 camp members family spent two winters in Rockland
penurious frugality. He adopted a
regular copy of the paper will ! of St. Peter's Church Girls’ Friendly some years ago.
Their daughter.
There are said to be radios in a
son, and full of years, he died. But
go to the home as usual. Just
Society.
Characters symbolic of Dorothy, who attended the Rockland third of the homes in America. And
he never told w hat he had done
telephone the address to the
camp activities were represented with schools at that time, has since died all the two-thirds have to do is to
office, or mail a card. The paper ' interpretive songs, and
various of infantile paralysis. The Hamil- stick their heads out of the window.— with his treasure.
The son, and later his son in
will follow wherever you go, and
games were played. Decorations tons through the happy memories cf Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch.
turn, failed to locate the hoard.
will stop on notice when you ar , were carried out in vari-colored the months spent in Rockland, when
Now tlie great grandson of the
rive home. There will be no j asters, gladioli and larkspur, with the they made many friends, entertain
M 1C K 1E S A Y S —
original Smith has taken up the
charge.
j table colors in rose an d yellow. affectionate regard for this locality.
hunt, more In the spirit of sports
__ __________
j These members were present: Mrs.
manship than because lie hopes to
Mrs. H. C. Small and Mrs. B. H.
1
Mrs. Flora Folsom of Boston is at Alexander Browne, Misses Margaret
MTU A Bid SU8SORtPTIOU LIST,
succeed where two generations have
the home of her brother C. M. Kai- Buttomer, Mary McIntosh Feme Hall have returned from Wells,
failed.
LlkE WE GOT, -THEWS A HULL
loch. Masonic street.
Browne, Margery Perry Susanne where they have been visiting Mr.
FLOCK OF SU34CR.IPTIOHS EX
_____
I Perry, Fern Smalley, Mary But- and Mrs. H. C. Small, Jr.
PIRING EV'RV DAV OF TW'VEAR,
Mrs. J. F. Carver will be in charge ' tomer, Margaret Hussey, Barbara
W ealthy Brothers Seek
AU' IT SURE SAVES US A LOT
Miss Corice Thomas, Miss Doro
of the bridge party a t the BPW I Rogers, Beulah Wright, Gladys WidOF BOTHER TO HAVE SO AAAUV
Seclusion in Monastery
rooms Thursday evening.
decombe and Evelyn Tracy, with thy Snow, Harold Leach and Holger
OF OUR GOOO FRIENDS RENEW
Syracuse, X. Y.—On a strange
_____
1Rev. E. O. Kenyon as special guest Struckman were at Lakewood S at
WITHOUT
WAITING
FER
US
10
quest Charles Hope Scbentzer and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Miss Gertrude Phillips as honor urday where they saw “I t’s a Wise
) send o u r w o r i e e s
Child" at the theatre.
Ills two brothers? Paul nnd William,
were guests of friends in Bangor for j guest.
of this city, have gone to Europe.
the weekend.
Im portant among the subjects to
Tired of the hectic life of the fast
Miss Carrie Sherriffs has returned
social whirl of the millionaire set,
Mrs. Philip Howard who haS visit from a visit with friends in Belfast be brought up during the conven
tion of the Maine Federation of
tlie brothers have decided to retire
ed friends here for several weeks re and Lincolnville.
Music Clubs at Caribou Friday and
to a monastery.
turned to New York Saturday. She
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Pleasant Saturday will be that of music set
Thirty years ago their father
was the recipient here of many so
was poleaxlng cattle in the packing
street was hostess for the card party tlement schools. During the past
cial attentions.
I Friday evening under the auspices year the State organization has given
yards of Chicago. A rough old
chap, he hud no pretensions to so
Carl Thurston who has been * of Pales Circle, Ladies G.A.R. its support to the local music set
ciety of the “boiled shirt front”
spending the summer with his grand- J Honors were won by B. F. Smith tlement school which was recently
formed as a part of the Fraternity
clubs.
mother , Mrs. Fremont Beverage, and Mrs. Mary Rogers.
House, and it is the aim of the Fed
North Haven, has been with h is ,
" ------But he had ambition for ids new
father, L. A. Thurston, at T he HighMiss Winola Richan has returned eration to further sponsor this line
born son. At the time the infant
of
work
in
the
State.
The
delegates
lands, for a few days before return- j to Boston University.
was born the famous Hope Dia
will have the oportunity to learn
ing to University of Maine.
j
-------mond was in the news, and Schentmore
of
this
subject
from
Miss
Helen
------| Miss Rose Adams who teaches at
zer christened his son Charles Hope
Snider
of
New
York,
who
is
to
speak
Misses Mary and Cynthia Wasgatt j the Wassookeag School, Dexter,
and went to England to buy the
motored Saturday to Norton, Mase., i leaves this week for a motor trip to them on “The Idea Behind Social
stone, which he intended to’ give
Music.”
Miss
Snider
who
now
holds
where Miss Cynthia will enter I with friends to Canada, returning in
the Infant as a “christening pres
ent.”
Wheaton College, Miss Wasgatt re- season for the official opening of the the position of secretary of library
and program service of the National
turns tomorrow.
I fall term on Oct. 1.
He failed, came back home, nnd
Federation of Settlements, is well
devoted his life to his boy. Two
Mrs. Ellen Conant who has been
Wesley Wasgatt went yesterday to equipped to explain the problems
other sons were born, nnd nil three
at the home of Mrs. Emma Frohock, Orono where he is enrolled as stu and developments of this particular
were given the advantage of edu
work. Miss Snider arrived in Port
Park street, has returned to the home dent a t the University of Maine.
cation. A few yenrs ago he died
land Monday where she was the
of her son, Ralph Conant, Camden
and left the three boys a round
street.
$15,000,000.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Stew art (Bea guest of Mrs. Guy P. Gannett, presi
trice Upham) returned to Dexter dent of the Federation, and where
“Yes, we are sick of It all,”
Mrs. W. T. White of New York is Sunday after spending two weeks during her stay she spoke before
Charles Sehentzer says. "And we
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. with Mrs. Stewart’s mother, Mrs. members of the Y.W.C.A., and visited
are trying to buy a monastery In
White, Beech street.
'
Geneva Upham. It was Mrs. Stew the Fraternity House.
Europe.”
art's first visit home since her mar
George Adams of the Wassookeag riage last December, th a t happy
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Hagerman and
Born in Steel Plant, He
School faculty has been a t Bowdoin event being known to only a few of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone motored
College for a few days, assisting in her Rockland friends. She is hav Saturday to Lakewood where they
Labors T h ere 54 Years
student examinations for entry. He ing a four months' leave from her attended the theatrical perform
Worcester, Mass,—Born within
is to go on a motor trip to Canada duties in the simplex service of the ance.
the gates of a steel and wire plant
before resuming his teaching duties Western Union, and with her hus
here, after fire had destroyed the
at the Wassookeag School Oct. 1st. band will spend the winter between
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown and Miss
family home In 1864, Pntriek Con
Dexter, the home of Mr. Stewart's Helen Carr who attended the Child
lon went to work for the firm while
Miss Alice Hellier returns to Bates grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Lowell, and Health Conference in Augusta Fri
he was still a boy. The other day
College today.
Orono where he is a student in the day as representatives of the local
he retired after 54 years of con
senior class at University of Maine. Speech Readers Club, brought back
tinuous service.
Miss Edith Buck of Concord,
most interesting reports, particularly
Mass., is the guest of Miss Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Winslow of Augusta of th at portion pertaining to the
Ring Found A fter 18 Years
Bicknell.
were guests Sunday of Mrs. W. E. hard of hearing child. In that ses
Fall River, Mass.—A diamond
Morgan at The Highlands.
sion one of the speakers was Miss
ring worth $150, which Clifford
Mrs. E tta Sanborn, Mr. and Mrs.
Persis Vose of Portland, whose ad
A great, m odern hotel
Brlghtman lost IS years ago was
Robert Webster and Mrs. Theresa
Miss Estelle Hall and Miss Virginia dress on “Social and Economic
found recently by Manuel Cabrul
Millett attended the lecture in Bath Snow, students at Farmington Nor Phase of Hard of Hearing” was
located "just a step from
while working near the Westport
Friday evening given by William mal School, were home for the week given with authority. Miss Vose
Tolnt home of a relative of BrlglitDuncan Kilpatrick, member of the end, motoring here with Miss Doro represented the American Federa
B
road
w
ay.”
A
d
jo
in
in
g
nian.
board of lectureship, of the Mother thy S tarrett of Thomaston, Miss tion of Organizations for the Hard
Church, the First Church. Christ Hall's roommate at Farmington.
of Hearing. She stressed the im
countless theatres,railroad
> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scientist, in Boston. Sunday Mr.
portance of the pioneer work being
Kilpatrick lectured in Portland, and
Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maud .done in the schools with the 4-A
te
r
m
in
a
ls
,
p
ie
rs,
sh
o
p

Men
Convict
Man
among those attending were Mrs. Pratt are in New York. On their re audiometer for testing the hearing
Geneva Huke and son Jack.
turn home later in the week they will of children and the gradual intro
and
W
om
en,
Woman
ping and business centers.
be accompanied by Miss Marian
Washington, Pa.—The first
Mrs. Harold Whitehill is the guest Weidman of Rockport who has been duction of courses in lip reading for
all-woman jury In Washing
children thus handicapped and also
of friends in Boston for the week.
•
in New York for some time.
ton county demonstrated that
gave helpful suggestions as to con
it could be as fair as a jury
Portland Sunday Telegram: “A so
Rev. George H. Welch. Miss Mar ducting beneficial work in this line
of men in dispensing justice.
1400 ROOM S
cial favorite who will be very pleas garet G. Stahl. Miss Alice Fuller, of endeavor. Dr. Frederick T. Hill
Mrs. ' Josephine Wozolck
antly welcomed back to Portland, is Miss Blanche Crandall. Mrs. E. F. of Waterville gave a talk on “The
Each w ith B a th [T u b and
was complaining. witness
Mrs. Elton V. Twaddel, who, with Glover, Mrs. George Pa'mer, Mrs. R. Medical Aspect of the Problem of the
against Joe Fabis in an as
in Children." To
Mr. Twaddel, has recently arrived C. Wentworth. Mrs. Susie Davis, Hard of Hearing
Shower] Servidor and Radio
,
sault and buttery case. A
here from Portsmouth, N H„ where Miss Ruth Davis and Mrs. E. W. P ike! the medical man this problem large
jury of twelve men found the
they have been located for the last motored to Oakland yesterday to at ly resolves itself into a question of
•
man guilty.
year and a half. Mrs. Twaddel was tend the annual session of the Uni- prevention, and Dr. Hill's address
A few minutes later Mrs.
formerly Miss Blanche Cole of the versalists of Maine. Among the out dwelt almost entirely upon that
DAILY RATES
f
Wozolck was herself defend
East End and she was a Portland standing speakers engaged for the oc phase. While he approves of the •V •
ant in another case, charged
High School graduate and had many casion were Dr. Henry Cary, for audiometer test and lip reading
with violation of the liquor
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
friends here. Her marriage to Mr. seven years head of the work of the courses, he feels that increased medi
laws. A Jury of twelve wom
Twaddel took place about three years denomination in Japan, and who re cal knowledge as the result of study
DOUBLE $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
en convicted the woman.
ago and they made tfreir home in cently returned to th.s country for a and research now going on, together
East Deering for a time,■after „which , year’s furlough; Mrs. Maud Lyon with greater interest on the part of
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Mr. Twaddel. who was Investigator Cary of Tokyo, and Prof. Marian D. the public in matters of health and
■
7ke
Hew
HOTEL
for the Beneficial Loan Society, was Bradshaw of Bangor Theological j a gradual realization of the economic
transferred to Portsmouth. He has r Seminary, in the interests of the Sun- j waste due to deafness, should prove
now been made manager of the Bene- day School Association: Dr. Roger F. 1of value in lessening at least, if not
ficial Loan Company in this city and Etz of Boston, general superintendent. in eliminating many of the underlyPortland, Maine
has taken a residejjpe at the Wind of the Universalist church: and oth- j ing causes. He stressed the import
4 4 t h to 4 3 t h S t. at 8 th A ve.—N ew Y ork
Q uality Work,
Fam ily Washinfl»
sor, State street. A young son. ers. Between 200 and 300 delegates ance of hearing clinics, also the imROY MOULTON, Manager
Called For and Delivered
Vaughn, completes
the family circle, have been in attendance, and the portance of having small children
Parer, Delivery Service
Mr. Twaddel is the son of Mrs. Isa-1 sessions were marked with enthusi- examined as to hearing, all in the
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SEEK HOARD BURIED
LONG AGO BY MISER

S pecial Announcem ent
On Sale Now and Until Further Notice— all

L a d ie s’ H o m e Jo u rn a l P attern s
15c
Formerly 25c to 75c

C o t y ’s D o u b le C o m p a c t
Because they are bringing out a new number, this $2.50 compact

$ 1 .1 5
Y ou're Going to N eed Neu) B lankets Soon, and the
Tim e to Stock Up Is N O W

BLANKET SALE
B e g in s T o d a y !
W ith hundreds cf warm fluffy blank
ets at the lowest prices we’ve quoted
in many years.
Blanket prices arc lower this season than for
many years—and to celebrate our Annual Fail
Sale of Blankets we have substantially reduced
even those abnormally low prices. Quality in
every instance is maintained—so that this sale
offers you unusual opportunities to have plenty
of fine blankets at small cost.

All Wool Solid Color Single Blankets
New Shongley

$2.98

A new rainbow stripe, part
wool double blanket, with sat
in binding, 66x80 in.

$ 1 .9 8

All W ool Reversible

ESMOND

A lovely satin bound blanket
in two tone. Colors, RoseWhite, Orchid-White, GoldWhite, Blue-White, 72x84.

A splendid .weight single blanket, 66x80 inches in
Rose, Gold, Blue, Orchid, Green and Tan. A re
markable value.

Pr.

Part Wool Double

$ 5 .7 5
Ea.

'

Indian Blankets

Part W ool Plaid

66x80 single with new Indian
designs, sateen bound all
around sides as well as ends.

$ 1 .9 8

A part wool blanket, and a
very unusual value, 41L lbs.,
70x80.

C otton Plaid

TRENT

A light,

serviceable cotton

blanket, 66x76 in. size; Grey.

bel Twaddel of this city.

■> 1

asm and zeal.

I line of prevention.

Sheet Blankets

W alter Dorgan.
Tei. 106R
.
_________________

GOLDEN
FLEECE

$2.59
Pr.
SAXTON

i

63 c
Ea.

$1.49
Pr.

DOMESTICS— BASEMENT

SEN TER CRANE CO M PANY

ASH POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Mullins of New
Bedford, Mass., have returned home.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Effie
Dyer and grandson Maurice Harvey,
and Mrs. Dver will spend a few days
there with her daughter Mrs. Alfred
Fredette.
An enjoyable day was spent on An
drews’ Island Sunday by Mr. and Mrs.

W ED.-TH URS.

Enoch Mullins, James Mullins, Mr.
and Mrs. John Whalen, Mrs. Effie
Dver, Maurice Harvey and Mrs. Ella
Hare.
Charles Willis has returned from
Aroostook County where he has been
employed.

W ED.-THURS.
Y ou’ll thrill to
the very end!

Romance T hat Made History
Scandal!
Intrigue!

THE

New Crosley
8 TUBE

Conspiracy!

Superheterodyne
RADIO
for

Complete with

Tubes & Tennaboard
An honor to present—
a fare treat for the
whole family.
GEORGE

ARLISS
ALEXANDER
H A M IL T O N
DORIS KENYON
JUNE COLLYER
'
ALSO
“TROUBLE SHOTS"
BOBBY JONES
NOW SHOWING
“4 MARX BROS.”
In
"MONKEY BUSINESS"
SPECIAL MATINEE 4 O'CLOCK
One of The Publix Theatres

E. 0 . Pbilbrook & Son

with
LEILA

HYAMS
LEWIS
STONE
JEAN

ROCKLAND

C32 MAIN ST.

Authorized Crosley Deacr
113-116

KERSHOLT
C. AUBREY

SMITH
•
Adapted from
the novel
"Chcri-Bibi"
by Gaston
Leroux
directed by
John S.
Robertson
TODAY

NANCY CARROLL
in
“PERSONAL M AID”

g ffl'fo A ei?e?y prflpe

Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," ano on that principle,
□ur business increasing.
We shall be “ery glad to ad
vise you on tlie selection of a
suitable Memoii.il Tor your
Cemetery plot.

A Paramount Publix Theatre

GLOBE LAUNDRY

»« «»*______

$2.98

Favored by many housewives (
as an early fall blanket; 66x80 1
White and tan plaid.

F o r th e P e o p le ”

fl-SNCOLN

1

Warm, colorful plaids, weight
4 IL lbs., 66x80 in. size. A serv )
iceable blanket. ‘

Home of Paramount Pictures
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 10.30

PAR
SHOW S AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
AU Shows Standard Time

Wm. E. Dorr, in & Son
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
UTT-UL

"
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Every-Other-Day

mav be expected of the students. brief survey shows why M rs. S a r
M rs. S arg en t’has had an extraordi gent may feel well qualified for her
narily intensive and varied prepara job. Associated with her for the
tion for her present responsibilities. past four years has been M rs.
She trained at the Shaw Business Nellie Ballard of Rockport, a p ro d 
College in Bangor and taught there uct of the local school retained as
ferred though this is not a rigid en two years following graduation. instructor through marked ability.
trance requirement.
A feature of special interest in
She then served as bookkeeper for
Few schools have a better plant the Glencoe Woolen M ills and Old connection with the school is its re
With our ability to handle
than this. It is ideally located in Town W oolen Mills. Following habilitation department.
U nder
your car expertly you’ll be
the very heart of Rockland’s busi this very practical training she this plan any person who is su ffe r
agreeably surprised to learn
ness section, on the 4th floor of the taught commercial subjects in Milo ing from a severe physical handicap
how cheaply a good job can be
Senter Crane Company building. High School for three years and caused by either accident, disease or
done within a reasonable time.
Extraordinary window space pro then became head of the Rockland natural causes, may enter the
vides ample light, properly, and at High School Commercial D epart school and take the complete course
hate repeatedly tried to secure the the same time affords an incom
ment, remaining there eight years. with the State taking care of tuition
services of Mrs. Sargent in the parable view of Rockland H arbor
For the past six years she has op charges and all books and m aterials.
capacity
, , , of instructor.
, ,
, •T h e ,costs
, of. i and Penobscot Bav and islands.! erated her own school.
It should be borne in mind th a t
the local school, exclusive of board Elevat(„. service at call provjdesl
This busy career has been sup M rs. Sargent is an active, teaching
lesss , eadv acccss and the class r(M)nls a r c ;
and incidentals, amount to l^
SERVICE
SALES
plemented by summer courses at j principal and takes a personal interthan one-halt that demanded by the 1spacious and immaculate, finished in
Simmons College and Columbia j est in every student. Visits, phone
large city schools. Rockland Com i white and mahogany. T h e type
PHONES 333—334
ROCKLAND
j
University, service in the office of calls etc. are welcome at all tim es
583 MAIN STREET
mercial College gives its graduates w riting room where 18 machines of
President T odd of the Bangor & from parents or guardians. T hose
the same fine training as the met all makes are found, is separated by
Aroostook Railroad in Bangor, desiring further details about en
ropolitan institutions, finds lucra a glass partition. T he main class
service in the law offices of the O x tering the school may phone 990-M
tive positions for all graduates and room has table accommodation for
ford Paper Co. and special work or see M rs. Sargent by appoint
has the advantage of small city 50. M rs. Sargent’s office and stock
DON'T "BE S1IA.T, MICKEY
But little krothes's
fO*. ttO*/ 69 ANDMa'5
at the University of M aine. This ment. •
YOU KNOW SHE'S
OtTflN' HEU rtRVR.
GOT NOUR LONCt
prices or the opportunity for stu
RSLEE-P ON -(HE
S C lSSO ftSA ^
dents to live at home during their I
. Porch- y
■ ■1 ^7*—
study at the college.
Courses are provided in Account- j
ing, Teacher-Training, Civil Serv
ice and Secretarial Science. T he
•
*
subjects taught include bookkeep- j
Holmes
St.,
Near
Broadway,
Rockland
ing, accounting, shorthand, type
writing, spelling, business law, busi
ness English, correspondence, rapid
Tel. Rockland, I 107
calculation, penmanship, arithmetic,
Tel. Rockland Night 1 105— 243
advertising, hanking, commercial
“Folks don't seem to enjoy their homes as
much as they used to." I guess it's partlv
teaching, civil service, office p rac -!
because more of them haven't made their
tice. adding machines, duplicating
porches comfortable and attractive with liv
devices, filing, business organiza
Distributors of
ing room furniture from the Studlcy Furni
♦•I
tion, and management.
These
ture Co.
courses and subjects are presented:
with a degree of thoroughness and
consistency that guarantees the type
COM PLETE H O M E F U R N IS H IN G S
of boy or girl who receives a di
61 PARK ST.
R O C K L A N D ,M A IN E
ploma.
Students may enter classes at any j
J
W HOLESALE A N D RETAIL
“ Every student who has a di gent is under way with 30 students time. It is not necessary to start in
ploma has a position.
th is simple enrolled. T h e night school will September, because the individual
istatement tells in a nutshell the open O ct. 6 with classes on Tues method of teaching is used. Those Mrs L<*na K. Sargent, Principal of
A lw ays Open W eek Days
Rockland Commercial College
□ splendid record and accepted status day and Thursday evenings. The whose work keeps them from join- j
3 o f the Rockland Commercial Col- one session plan is used days, classes ing the school until November or ------------------------------------------------from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
sle g e. N o finer endorsement could convening at 8 o’clock and being February have the same opportunity room is located in the southeast
2 be given any school. No greater dismissed at 1 with a brief recess as those entering the first of the corner. T h e school is conveniently
INSTALLING— REPAIRING
^com plim ent could he paid the school midmorning for refreshment. The year due to the carrying on of the located to many homes where board
H IG H EST QUALITY FEEDS AT
S in d its faculty than the consistent evening school hours are 7 to 0. It courses for the individual pupil and room are offered to students at
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
rather
than
classes.
1
he
length
o
f
,
low
rates
and
assistance
is
rendered
is
interesting
to
note
that
this
■ demand for graduates by local busi
LOW EST*PRICES
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
school uses the same teaching time required for completion de- those desiring an opportunity to
ness houses.
T h e sixth year of Rockland Com methods and text books found in pends entirely upon the ability of w o r k part board or room,
T h e qualifications of the faculty
mercial College under the success the largest schools in the country the student to master his subjects.
High School graduates are pre-; measure largely the results which
I
and
that
several
of
these
schools
ful
principalship
of
Lena
K.
Sar
477 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODAY

F O R D S E R V I C E ...
B y Expert W orkm en
W ith Expert Equipm ent

A D etailed Story of T he City’s Excellent
C om m ercial C ollege—H as M odern P lan t
A nd C om petent In stru cto rs

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.

y uncle okar sez;

Elm ore and G randins Feeds

S T U D L E V F U R N IT U R E C O .

D airy and Poultry F eeds

PLUMBING AND HEATING

WILLIAM T. SMITH

FOODS

SLAVERY

a la
o i l BURNER
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation (or themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

i

i

i

SAVING

1 !

TEL. 993

P R E S C R IP T IO N
Q U IC K

PRESERVING JARS, per ease,
Pints
99c: Quarts ...... $1.09
VINEGAR, tested; gallon ... 25c

GLENBENNING’S CASH MARKET
i i

| L W

ROCKLAND

i

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

SPECIALS
For This W eek

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

EXPERT

S E R V IC E

W E DELIVER

I i
I i

ROCKLAND

TEL. 378
ROCKLAND

TEL. 127

FISH AND SCALLOPS

IGNITION W ORK A SPECIALTY

ENGRAVED STATIONERY
LETTERHEADS AND ENVELOPES
BUSINESS AND SOCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUSINESS AND VISITING CARDS
ENGAGEMENT CARDS AND FOLDERS
WEDDING INVITATIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
CRESTS, MONGRAM AND ADDRESS DIES

RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER

RONALD W . MESSER

F IS ff PEDLER TR AD E

G ARAG E AUTOM OBILE SERVICE

A SPECIALTY

G A S, OILS, GREASING
110 PARK STREET

B A L D M O U N T A IN C O M P A N Y
ROCKLAND

DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS
OFFICE OPENS WEEK PRECEDING FOR REGISTRATION
SENTER CRANE BUILDING.

TEL. 990-M

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

TEL. 1282

DELICIOUS BREAD
Try It—For Sustenance—
For Nourishment
,
PIES, CAKES, ETC.
DAILY DELIVERIES

S A N D N E R ’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 250

TEL. 197-W

~

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!
W ith the approach of colder weather comes the ever
present problem of home heating and winter health.
To those who have chosen oil heat

D ependability, Efficiency, Econom y and
Ease of O peration
are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

I

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

HOTEL ROCKLAND

!
i
I
!
|
I

i
i
i
I

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

Do You
Know

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

Consider Our Home Your Home . . .

That concrete roads need al
m ost no repairs?

FA M O US FOOD

H ow about others?

“A Home Away From Home”

American Plan Rates Reasonable

And At l-5 th Less Cost Than Coal

A. C. McLOON & CO.

291 Main Street

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Rockland
l
I

. Tel. Rockland 580

ROCKLAND

Insured and Bonded
TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PO RTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore S t Portland, Phone Forest 1048

W IL L A R D
B A T T E R IE S

NOW
S f i.9 5
UVV

AND UP

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

W E C A N SU PPLY THE CO RRECT FUEL OIL

TEL. 51

Secretarial

Practice
Typewriting

CRUST O’ GOLD is

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE

414 MAIN STREET

Bookkeeping
Shorthand
Business Law

SCH O O L OPENS SEPT. 14

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
422 MAIN STREET

MRS. LENA K. SARGENT, Principal

New County Road

Low Prices For Repairing and Recharging
All Makes of Batteries

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

Portland Saturday for consultation
mothers and widows in telling of her ! how neatly the graves were kept," I thing was done for us by kind so
TENANTS HARBOR
in regard to their son James’ eyes, one
unforgettable experiences of the said Mrs. Woodcock. The bright licitous people.”
T he moving pictures given annual- °f which is badly affected
"In leaving Brookwood Cemetery,”
; past month.
green sod and the rain-washed
4rs. Susan Woodcock of Vi- Three days out from port August crosses were here and there relieved Mrs. Woodcock added, “we looked ly for the children by Mrs. MacKen- ¥ r, Kand,HM£S' °®or®e ‘ y ™ . . ha^ e
last, the vessel was halted briefly by splashes of red poppies, a most back, many of us not merely on the ' zie will be shown next Friday evening bad the old homestead a t Willardnalhaven Greatly
Im 22
graves or tablets we were leaving in Odd Fellows hail. Adults also are ham rcPalre? and expect to spend the
while a huge wreath of red and impressive sight.
______ _ and there ic
blossoms was lbwered overRemarking on the battlefields behind us perhaps forever, but back ; welcome
is „„
no admission ' remainder of their days there.
pressed By Overseas Trip 1white
board. As the bugler aboard sound- through which they passed, Mrs. over the long years which had passed j charge.
since our husbands and sons left.I Irving Cook has a new cement walk ‘
CLARK ISLAND
New York,Sept. 18—(Special Inter- ! ed taps, each of the assembled Woodcock said:
"We were much surprised by tht And then, when we climbed siowly | in front of his residence, the work
------ity Despatch to The Courier-Ga- i mothers and widows gently tossed
into
the
coaches
and
tried
to
think
j
!
on
the
broad
blue
expanse
of
ocean—
peace and country charm which
being done by Frank Brown.
Mrs. Martha Maker has been visitstte)._W hen the United States liner
into
the
future,
we
were
grateful
for
,
J
Anal
resting
place
of
so
many
of
their
these regions now display. In some
Mr and Mrs. Harry Paterson mo- ^ f X
^ o f £ £
ieorge Washington rested a t its
8
1
1 tor
luarantine anchorage in New York soldier and sailor boys—a flower spots, where cows were grazing the opportunity given to us, grateful tored to Rockland Saturday evening. „ „ pA 1
for
the
memories
which
we
are
larbor this noon, 118 gold star of tribute. A short prayer by clergy- peacefully and peasants were gather
Mrs.
J.
K.
Monaghan
was
in
Rock|
a
wee
'
land last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler visited
nothers and widows, home from a ' men of several denominations from ing their plentiful crops it was hard bringing home.”
to believe that not so many years
„Mrs. T-..
ttL . i,
v..,. |' his mother Mrs. Jennie Butler of
lattlefield and naval pilgrimage tour, Jamong the passengers followed.
Etta
Hart
is
the
guest
of
her
“It was a thrilling moment, one before shells had shrieked and bombs
ame within welcome sight of the
sisters Mrs Fred Watts and Mrs. Al- Port clyde last Sunday,
ymbol for which their loved ones which I had long looked forward to exploded. Yet there are stUi to be
bion Williams. Mrs. K art is in ill!• Barge 701 is loading paving for New
■
and
one
which
I
shall
carry
in
my
seen
many
grim
reminders
of
what
lad died, the Statue of Liberty—and
health.
York from John Meehan & Son's
|
memory
forever,"
said
Mrs.
Wood
our
boys
went
through."
is the Knox County War Widow,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Osborn have a r - ! plant,
*»»*
cock.
old The Courier-Gazette corresponrived home. They will remain here
Mrs. Charles Butler and Mrs. WilIn some of the cemeteries, where lay
-with an ~tX that counts
Later an additional ceremony was
lent: “I t looks pretty good to me!"
about a month before going Soutli liam Davis were in Tenant’s Harbor
the
unknown
soldiers
who
had
paid
held
at
the
memorial
monument
in
The mothers and widows forming
where they have employment for the last Wednesday.
his last delegation to make the pil- Brookwood Cemetery, London, erect the supreme price, other mothers in
winter.
,
-----------------sorrow
decorated
the
nameless
ed
to
American
soldiers
and
sailors
■rimage this year, lost their sons at
Capt. Charles Holbrook arrived
in Genoa, the other day, somebody
ea during the World War. for the who were lost at sea. Here the party graves.
Sea
V
iew
Garage,
Inc.
home
Sunday
from
Somerville,
Mass,
threw
a
bomb
and missed the King
Mrs. Woodcock was warm in her
nost part The Knox County widow. was joined by prominent English
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson and of Italy by three hours. This is the
praise
of
the
reception
which
the
689
MAIN
ST.
TEL
1250
officials.
4rs. Susan G Woodcock of Vinalson John were at their cottage over ; first time anybody has missed the
"Those mothers whose dead lay party received wherever it traveled.
laven. whose husband Corporal A
ROCKLAND
the weekend.
| king since Mussolini took office.—San
“We didn't have to think for our
j Woodcock, was accorded an army buried in the many military ceme
56-tf
Mr. and Mrs. James Troop were in Diego Union.
ea burial, joined with the other teries of France were gratified to see selves a minute," she said. "Every

GOLD STAR MOTHER

CARS

ROCKLAND

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
JOHN G. SNOW, Prop.

Prepare for the cold weather ahead. Have one
of our New Type Hot W ater Heaters installed.
Abundant heat provides comfort. Three differ
ent types to select from.

Prices ran gin g from $ 1 7 .5 0 to $ 3 2 .5 0
PLYMOUTH, DODGE; DODGE TRUCKS—SALES AND SERVICE
54 PARK STREET
ROCJU.AND
TEL. 124

SOOTHES ALL PAINS
Don't Suffer with Headaches, Los sof Sleep, Rheumatic or
Neuralgic Pains—Take

BALIARD'S

TABLETS

No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Coealne. No bad after effects.
Small Tablets in Neat Box. Insist on Ballard's

